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The Inside Line

alling all Founding Members! If
you have pictures or notes from
the NAMGBR organizational
meeting in December 1990, I would
appreciate if you could send me copies
of any photos or notes you have. For
those of you who have been to many
of our conventions over the years, I
would appreciate some copies of photos from some of our earlier conventions. Why you ask? Well, 2010 marks
the 20th anniversary of the Register
and we’d like to put a little something
special together to look back over our
successful history. If you have any
material that you’d like to submit,
please send it to me by September 15
so we will have enough time to put it
together by the end of the year.
I hope many of you were able to
go to MG 2010 and I hope you made
it home safely. As always, we’ll feature
a rundown of the event and a whole
lot of photos in the next issue. If you
weren’t able to make it, take the time
to turn to the last couple of pages and
check out the Where 2B section. Every
year I think that we can’t possibly get
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MGB Driver
any more listings for events and every
year I get more. If anyone says that
there isn’t anything going on must
be sleeping or not really want to do
anything because there are events
happening everywhere almost every
weekend! Find something close to you
and get out there and enjoy your MG!
In the meantime, check out some
of the articles we have for you this issue. Dave Braun of the Minnesota MG
Group has come through again with
another great Basic B tech article and
we have a visit by our roving “on the
scene” reporter Samantha Lee. That,
along with many interesting items are
what’s awaiting you inside – enjoy!

Robert
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Basic B • Oil Change

By Rodney McDonald,South Alabama British Car Club

By Sue Snyder # 1-734

G2010 has come and gone. We
can place another successful
NAMGBR convention in the
history books. I hope those of you that
attended enjoyed themselves as much
as I did. A big thank you goes out to the
officers and members of The MG Car
Club of Toronto for all of their hard
work putting this event together. I look
forward to the write up and photos in
the next issue of the MGB Driver.
I have a few things I want to cover
and we would to start with birthdays.
Paul Plummer, the Overseas Director
for the MG Car Club contacted me
about how they plan to celebrate their
80th Anniversary in October. The MG
Car Club has come up with brilliant
plan to celebrate it around the world.
Starting on October 16 in New Zealand
and finishing in Alaska on the 17th,
MG clubs across the globe will be holding parties and uploading photos and
videos to the web. Your local club can
participate in this party, please see the
flier in this issue of the MGB Driver for
detail on how to sign up.
The North American MGB
Register was founded in December of
1990, this year we will be celebrating
our 20th Anniversary. As part of our
recognition of this occasion, we will
be producing an additional copy of
the MGB Driver that looks back over
the past 20 years. This “special edition”, will focus on the people and the
conventions that have made us the
largest – and best – MGB, Midget and
1100/1300 club in North America.

On the Covers

By Mike Bennett, MG Owners Club of Northern California

Front: A car show at Pocono
Manor, PA Don & Karen Struckle
are allowed onto the fairways.

Simon Dix, MG Club of St Louis

Back: A lonely MGB on the back
roads of Prince Edwards Island,
Canada, is believed to belong to
David Deutch of Long Island, NY.

By Steve Kirby, San Diego MG Club
By David Braun, Minnesota MG Group
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As our birthday draws near, we
will be sending each member a special
anniversary key fob that marks this
milestone at no cost. Think of it as the
club’s birthday present to the members
for 20 years of support.
One last item I need to bring up is
the operation of the club. As you know,
we are the only member run national
MGB, Midget, 1100/1300 organization
in North America, if you would like
to serve as an officer in the club; the
time is now to submit your “Letter of
Intent” to Robert Rushing for placement in the next MGB Driver. We have
an election scheduled for the position
of Vice Chairman and Secretary this
year, by submitting your “Letter of Intent” you will have your name placed
on the ballot that goes to each of the
affiliated local chapters. Please have
your letter to Robert by August 1st.
The results will be announced at our
October AGM.

Richard
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e’re mid-summer now, and
most of our local clubs are in
fourth gear overdrive – busy
with shows, picnics, rallies, drives,
tech sessions and other great club
activities.
So, now is a good time to think
about all the ways you can help your
club (and the North American MGB
Register) grow. Don’t wait until winter,
when you’ve got nothing else to do.
Because NOW is when your potential
new members are out and about in
their cars, and easier to find!
Club “calling cards” (business
cards) are a terrific tool for this purpose, and a very inexpensive way to
market your club. (You can print these
on a home printer, but the cost of getting them professionally done is very
affordable. One online site our club
uses sells custom four-color business
cards cheap – like 2,000 cards for $30.)
If your club has an active website,
you can just print the club name and
logo with the website address. This
way you don’t have to worry about
the cards getting out of date with
changing names and phone numbers,
since your club contact information
is always up-to-date online. (Right?)
Club members can always write their
names, email or phone numbers on
the back, if they want to share that
information with someone. Of course,
we’d appreciate you including the
NAMGBR name and website on the
card as well!
Then get the cards into the hands
of club members, who should keep
them in their wallets and in their cars,
on hand to give to anyone seen driving
a little British car. (Or to be left under
the windshield wiper of a parked car.)
Make sure someone brings a stack of
cards to every club meeting, to replenish supplies and remind people to use
them. Also give a pack of 25 or so cards
to every new member; it will help
them feel part of the club right away.
Get a stack of these cards out to all
6
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the garages in your area that work on
British cars, and solicit their help in attracting prospective members. (Maybe
they’ll keep some of your membership
applications and newsletters on hand
as well.) Many stores and restaurants
have places where you can tack up
business cards, too. Post your cards
wherever you can … you never know
who is going to see them.
You can also distribute your club’s
cards at car shows, as long as you are
careful not to infringe on the “turf” of
the hosting club. But if the show features dash cards that say where the car
is from, and it’s from your area, then
it’s fair game for dropping a club card
on the dash.
The bottom line is, there are probably many MGB/Midget owners out
there in your area who have no idea
your club and the North American
MGB Register, even exist. We know
not everyone is a “joiner,” but if they
knew all the fun your club had, they
just might think twice.
There are still about 30 clubs who
have not “re-upped” this year by verifying and updating their info through
NAMGBR’s Club Re-Affiliation Form.
If your club has NOT yet re-affiliated,
please do so ASAP. It’s a very simple
thing, now that we have the form online. Just go to: www.namgbr.org/chapapp.htm Then click on the Chapter
Re-Affiliation link. That’s all there is to
it. I’m NAMGBR’s liaison to affiliated
clubs. You can reach me at vicechairman@namgbr.net, or phone me at
570-994-5748, any time.
Kim
MGB Driver
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lad to hear that members
missed me in the May/June edition. I often wonder if members
take time to read the articles from the
Secretary. I was so busy I missed the
submittal date, but it provided space
for articles of greater importance. I was
especially pleased, to have available
the travel article to Belleville written by Peter Mittler, on routes to MG
2010. It was worth more to me than
anything I would have offered! Peter
it worked great for trip planning our
caravan trip.
I have recently noticed several
new and renewing members that have
listed a club that is not currently an affiliated club. While that is not unusual
or new, I still wonder if our members
are taking time to enlighten their
local clubs on all of the advantages of
becoming affiliated. Many times, it
turns out that clubs already have the
required eight members, but have not
affiliated. In some cases, clubs assume
that since they are not exclusive MG
clubs they are not eligible, which is not
the case. If your club is not affiliated,
spread the word.
By becoming an affiliate club,
your local club would join a group of
one hundred current affiliated clubs
with NAMGBR. Just eight members
would allow your club to qualify for
the sponsored insurance and officer
insurance at no cost. Since group
insurance costs has escalated recently,
members should engage their club
officers in a discussion on insurance
and make them aware of the NAMGBR
program. Many of our active members are serving as club officers and
certainly need insurance protection
for club events. If you need additional
information on the insurance program, contact our Vice Chair, Kim de
Bourbon.
Our membership continues to
grow and remains solid. Currently
we have close to two thousand active
members. I hope that leading up to
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Denny Elimon
Secretary
NAMGBR
or during MG 2010, we will achieve
our goal of two thousand and ten active members. If each current active
member during your next event would
invite a participant to join, we will
reach and exceed our goal. We are especially pleased to welcome back some
members from past years that have
purchased another car or just wanted
to become active again.
While on the subject of membership, I once again remind our members to please take the time to list your
membership numbers on all communications to us. Our member database
has numerous Smiths, Browns, and
Joneses. To ensure proper credit and to
help maintain our records, always list
your membership number.
As you read this edition, MG 2010
will be history. We should all take time
to recognize and thank the members
of the Toronto MG Club for their time
and effort in providing everyone
with MG 2010. Sometimes we tend to
overlook the amount of time and effort required to host our conventions.
Thank you to everyone that gave his
or her time and efforts for MG 2010! I
would also like to congratulate Richard
& Carol Brown on selection as the
2010 Thornley award winners.
Make plans now for MG 2011,
as it will mark our 20th year. We are
planning to make our anniversary
very special. Watch for more information on planned offerings in future
editions.

Denny
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Photo provided by Ken Smith.

ello again and I hope those of
you who attended, had a great
time at MG 2010 in Canada.
Sorry we could not make it, but hope
to see you all in 2011 at Reno!
We celebrated another birthday
in the family in May as my Limited
Edition MGB, built on May 21, 1980,
Ken Smith
passed her 30th birthday! We had a
MGB Registrar
little party my Nagavator & I, with
a suitable cake for the old lady. (The
MGB – not my Nagavator!)
It’s hard to believe that it
will be thirty years ago, when
production of proper MGs
ceased and Abingdon closed its
doors forever! I think I’ve asked
you this before but where were
you when you heard the news
of the closure? Send me, or Robert, your memories and maybe
we’ll have a special feature on
30 years ago, in the Sept/Oct
issue of the MGB Driver.
Now to other items of
The LE line up at the “North Meets South” Car Show
interest… First, I have a lady in
Simmons wrote to inquire whether
England, Carol Felton, who is looking
we have any information on his 1966
for an MGB Automatic Roadster. She’s
MGB, Tartan Red that was re-imported
had MGBs before for over 20 years, but
to the UK in 1992 and converted to
now suffers from an ankle complaint
right hand drive. California was beand can no longer manage the clutch.
lieved to be the state of origin so if you
If you know of an Auto “B” for sale
ever owned or have any information
in fairly good nick then please let me
on GHN3L 105367. Please let me know.
know and I’ll contact Carol. I know
this is a long shot as there
were only 425 Automatic
Roadsters manufactured – the
automatic MGB/GT was far
larger in numbers with 1285.
The great majority of MGBs
with automatic boxes were
sold in the home market and
the MGB automatic was never
offered regularly in either the
USA or Canada. Some idea of
the rarity of this model can
be obtained from the fact that
the MG Car Club’s Register for
these cars numbers just over
100!
Also from England, Steve
The LE line up at the “North Meets South” Car Show

Several members
wrote to inquire further on
the rear bumper modification of Ed Zwiers, which
we featured in the letters
section of the March/April
issue of the Driver. So I
contacted Ed and asked
him exactly how he did
this and he kindly sent me
the method together with
photos of the procedure.
From the “North Meets South” Car Show. The NAMGBR tent.
The article will appear in
a future issue of the MGB
Driver. Ed would also like to find more
Brief Results of the car show
information on his Limited Edition
Early Chrome bumper MGB - Danny McClean
MGB that came out of Minnesota. GVMid-Chrome MGB - Bill Hiland
VDJ2AG 521287 and carrying the MN
Late Chrome MGB - Richard Thornberry
License plate 218 DZZ. Any informaMGB Rubber bumper - Lawrie Alexander
MGB 74 1/2 - Karla Rogers
tion welcomed!
MGB LE - Jim Bull
We attended our first event of
MGB/GT - Robert Milner
the season, the “North Meets South”
gathering held in beautiful Pismo
Now our latest additions to the
Beach just a hundred miles up the
Register – welcome aboard! If you
coast from us. Staged by the Paradise
haven’t sent me details of your MGB
British Car Club in the superb setting
then please do so. It’s vital we retain as
of the Thousand Hills Ranch, it was
much of the history of our favorite car
also a NAMGBR Regional Event and
as we possibly can. You can go online
attracted nearly 140 cars. The majority
were MGBs of course, including Robert to the Register’s web site and click on
“Register your MGB” or if you drop me
Goldman who brought the Moss Supercharged/Air conditioned 73 B to the a line, I’ll send you a simple form to
meet. But there were other examples of complete and return to me. Current
registrations total: 3204 MGBs.
the octagon marquee in the car corral.
A great gathering of MGAs and pre-war
Richard Williamson - 65 MGB
Types, including a MG J2, also a good
John Carlos - 79 MGB
clutch of MGB Limited Editions. Cars
Dennis Rogers - 71 MGB
came from all across the western states
Tony Edge - 77 MGB
– Nevada, Arizona, and, of course, a
Dale James - 67 MGB/GT
great turn out from California. I even
Craig Puryear - 71 MGB
met a lady from Canada who we last
Timothy Burchfield - 72 MGB
Barry & Erik Shull - 73 MGB
saw at Breckenridge!
James& Jean Watson - 73 MGB
Following the car show and a great
Bill Holmes-67 MGB/GT Special & 80 MGB LE
BBQ lunch, the attendees set forth
Sam Walt - 74 MGB/GT
on a rally through the beautiful wine
Dale
James - 67 MGB/GT
country in the area, which was won
Steve Loeding - 79 MGB
by Brian Bull & Kelly Santiago, before
Michael Walker - 68 MGB/GT
reconvening again at the host hotel,
Wayne McClain - 73 MGB
for a farewell prize giving dinner. Well
Douglas Gaither - 66 MGB
organized and with very few glitches
Dean Kohler - 74 MGB
Todd Steeves - 78 MGB
the host club is to be congratulated on
Ray Graham - 1980 MGB
a job well done! They are talking about
Ray DeLong - 80 MGB
doing it again in a couple of years!
MGB Driver
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Bert Dales - 68 MGB/GT
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Letters to the Editor
Good Afternoon,
We just received our new issue of the
MGB Driver and read it cover to cover as
usual. It’s a great magazine and we were
thrilled to read Ken Smith’s article on
pages 7-9. It is the information we needed
in regards to “Mirage” paint, however, the
picture on page 8 of the MGB-GT is not
ours. We would love to be the owners of
such a beautiful and rare car, but think it
must belong to Bill Donaldson.(Also mentioned in the article).We are sending along
a picture of our “B” from Stowe, Vermont,
at the British Invasion auto show.
If you receive any inquiries about
our “B”, please feel free to pass along our
e-mail address. Keep up the good work.
Your fellow MG lovers,
Dick & Marie Davis

banner back today.
Jim Bull —Central Coast British Car Club

Photo provided by Dick & Marie Davis

registration with coffee, fruit, and muffins.
A caravan left the host hotel (which
displayed our club welcome banner and
the NAMGBR banner in prominent
locations) to a 2000 acre ranch, where
everything was nice and green due to
recent rains, with wildflowers, oak trees,
and rolling hills. The entrance gate to the
ranch was marked with signs, banners,
and an 18 foot high flag pole flying the
Union Jack. The paved road to the car
show site was marked with our own invention of “Burma Shave” signs (if you are
young enough to know what these are!)
which pertained to driving British cars,
(British cars/ Are a lark/ Best be home/
Before dark), etc.
The 125 cars were parked on the
lawn, with colored string to keep them all
in a straight line and signs denoting all
the classes. We had an event tent and
PA system. We gave out goodie bags
and used all the MGB Drivers in bags
for MGBs, as far as they went. We had
a custom letter from our club telling
these car owners what the advantages
of belonging to the Register are and Ken
Smith was on hand to speak to the crowd
about NAMGBR.
During the show we gave out door
prizes and after the show we had a BBQ
lunch, then cars left for a rally. After the
rally we had another party before dinner,
then left for the awards banquet, where
another dozen door prizes were given out
prior to the awards. We had eight classes
for MGBs, (early chrome 62-67, mid
chrome 68-70, late chrome 71-74, 74 1/2,
rubber bumper- 75-80, and LEs. Of the
five LEs, mine took first place. We had
drive-in registrations for at least 3-4 Bs,
and I’m not sure without talking to our
registrar how many were there, but I think
it was about 50. We had representation
from 9-10 other British car clubs, three of
which are MG-only and also have affiliation with the register.
I’ll write an article and submit it to
the driver when we get our photographer to
give me photos. I’ll package and send the

Dick & Marie Davis’ Mirage MGB at Stowe VT
2008

Sorry about the mix up – I don’t
know how I made that mistake
because I’ve seen your beautiful car
several times before!
Our Vice Chair, Kim de Bourbon,
received the following concerning
the West Coast NAMGBR Regional
Show, “North Meets South” in Pismo
Beach, California:
Kim:
Our event is over and we had many
compliments. We had a food, coffee, water, soft drinks, beer, and wine reception
on Friday night and the Saturday morning
10
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Geoff Wheatley reports on his
recent trip to the UK and thoughts of
the current state of MG:
Hi Robert,
I have just returned from the UK and
visited what is left of Longbridge which
is not that much. Production will end
this year on the old/new MGTF. My son
who lives in the UK purchased one of the
last 200 that are being put together at the
factory, very comfortable but not quite the
MG that I recall. I attach an article that
I produced you may wish to use it in the
magazine.
I still have my 1970 MGB that is a
nice driver, on a nice day of course! The
O/D makes the car as far as driving is concerned after my other MGB where I was
always looking for the extra gear! The May
June issue of your publication is excellent I
enjoyed the MG Adventures!
The Future of the MG Sports Car
Looks Dim! Since the Chinese purchased
the MG Company from an underfunded
and totally impossible British consortium, the question of the future of this
sportscar dynasty has been questionable.
Today that question seems to have been
answered.
All production has been centered
on what is left of the Longbridge factory
and that ain’t much as about 70% of the
original site is now being developed for
a commercial New Town activity with
condos, shops, and all the other delights
of any twenty-first century development.
From August 2008 through to November
2008, about 250 MGTF cars were produced. Then nothing happened until May
2009 when another 400 vehicles came out
of Longbridge. Since then there has been
no further production, but it is rumored
that a final batch of another 400 cars will
be ready for the market in 2010.
If my calculations are correct that
makes a total of just over a thousand
cars in three years. After that there are no
plans to produce any more MG sportscars.
In fact, the powers that be have indicated
that the market for such cars is now overMGB Driver

• July / August 2010

supplied by the US and European competition.
In a way that’s understandable, the
MGTF is now sixteen years old, almost
identical to the life span of the MGB which
was out of date after its first ten year run!
Today the MGTF has no chance of competing with the new modern sports cars
that are available to the market even if you
are as old as me and remember the launch
of the MGTD!
However, for those of us who still
have the spirit of MG running through
our veins be assured that the name will
continue in the form of some rather nice
two and four door vehicles designed for the
Chinese business man and his shopping
wife. The sales of such vehicles have been
increasing each month in China.
Kimber must be turning in his grave
but perhaps not as he always wanted MG
to be a name associated with both family
and sports cars. At least he has achieved
50% of his dream. —Geoff Wheatley
Thanks for the update Geoff! I
believe that as long as the marque is
alive, there’s always hope…
Hello Robert,
As you know recently there was a
NAMGAR Mile Zero GT Key West in
April. One participant driving down from
Upstate New York had a problem and,
thru his wife at home, contacted me asking for assistance.
While I was along way from his location, I was able to help him by looking in
the “NAMGBR 2009 Service Recommendations & Mutual Aid Directory” which
provided several members along his travel
route.
I stress the MUTUAL AID DIRECTORY is a resource that all MG’ers should
not travel without and is a great benefit
not emphasized enough on the NAMGBR
website where the correct name is not
found.
While searching on the website I
noticed the announcement of John Twists’
Auction was still published. Most people I
believe are aware that John has reopened
his business. I suggest an update on both
these matters to include a heading of
11
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I agree with you Joe – the MAD
directory is one of the best benefits
of the club and worth the annual
membership fee alone!
Dear Robert,
I’m sorry to have to inform you of the
passing of John Zeno. John passed away

On the Scene Report
Photo provided by Samantha Lee

“Benefits of Membership” rather than
hiding it under “About NAMGBR”.
—Joe Kaiser
FYI: The 2011 Mile Zero GT7 Key
West is in the planning stages.

on Friday, May 14, 2010, following two
months of visits to the hospital with heart
problems. I don’t know if John saw his
trailer article in print before he died or not,
but it is altogether fitting it was published
this month. Thank you so much for your
nice job in publishing the article and photos for us in MGB Driver!
—Ron Parks, MG Car Club
Southwestern Ohio Centre
I’m very sorry to hear that news,
Ron. I regret that I never had the
pleasure to meet John – he sounds
like he was a great guy.

By Samantha Lee, MG Owners Club of Northern California.

2010 NAMGBR • AGM

By Tony & Lynne Burgess
Convention and AGM Coordinators

Saturday, October, 23, 2010
1:00 - 5:00pm (Pacific Time)
Silver Legacy Resort – Reno, Nevada

P

lanning is well underway for
NAMGBR’s 2010 Annual General Meeting (AGM) which will
be held this year at the Silver Legacy
Resort in Reno, Nevada. The Silver
Legacy is one of the host hotels for
the NAMGBR’s 2011 Annual Convention being held in conjunction with
the North American Council of MG
Register’s All Register MG Event from
June 13-17, 2011.
A limited number of rooms are being held for Thursday night, October
21, at $49/night (plus taxes and fees);
12

and Friday and Saturday nights, October 22-23, 2010, at $79/night (plus taxes and fees). If you would like to book
a room, please phone (800) 687-8733
and use the North American MGB Annual Meeting code “NAMGBR”. These
rates are only valid until September 21,
2010 and after that date, will be on a
space and rate availability basis.
The schedule for the weekend is a
“Meet-n-Greet” and dinner on Friday
night; tours of the hotel facilities
and 2011 show grounds on Saturday
morning; the Annual General Meeting
from 1:00 to 5:00pm; then dinner on
Saturday evening.
If you have any questions regarding the AGM, please contact Tony
Burgess on morrisminr@aol.com or
(614) 899-2394.
MGB Driver
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Alan McDonald’s car (Vermilion), Rodney McDonald’s car (Chartreuse) at a mural in downtown
Fairhope, Alabama
By Rodney McDonald
South Alabama British Car Club

M

y brother and I were MG
enthusiasts beginning in our
teens in Mobile, Alabama,
when it was still possible to buy a new
Abingdon-built MG right out of the
dealer’s showroom. However, being
enthusiastic and actually being able
to buy one were two very different
things.
While I drove various beaters, my
brother Alan, was able to score a ’71
MGB roadster. He was generous and
allowed me to drive his British Racing
Green beauty in exchange for helping
out with maintenance and light repairs. We both loved that car and were
sad to see it go, a necessity of growing
up and growing families.
Fast forward to the mid 1990’s and
Alan was once again bitten by the MG
bug. He asked if I would help him find
one so we looked for several months
until he found just the right car – a
late 1976 roadster. I envied him with
his new found car and spent many
Saturdays re-learning MG maintenance. Alan became involved with the
South Alabama British Car Club and
the North American MGB Register and
through them met a lot of like-minded
14

enthusiasts.
A couple of years later an MGB
came into my life – an early 1976
roadster and I too found a great circle
of friends in the MG community. We
loved every minute of driving our
MGs, even the moments spent on the
side of a highway or behind a towrope.
We both took our cars off the road
in 1997 to give them a light renovation. We repainted them, installing
new interiors and trim. Alan had his
engine rebuilt while everything was
apart. The UPS delivery driver got to
know us on a first name basis with him
making regular deliveries from Moss
Motors and Victoria British.
We found that when you’ve taken
a car apart and re-assembled it you
get a sense of what it must have been
like to build these great machines in
a small market town in England. The
renovation work was great fun.
As we enter our 15th and 13th year
of MGB ownership, our enthusiasm
hasn’t let up. We enjoy our weekend
drives together, participating in club
events and playing patient listeners
to people that want to share their MG
experiences with us. Our MGs have
kept us close; the Marque of Friendship
continues to work its magic.
MGB Driver
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Reader’s Ride

By Sue Snyder # 1-734

I

purchased my 1980 MGB LE new in
March of 1981 from Lang’s Auto in
Detroit, Michigan, and have been
enjoying it ever since. For the first
five years I owned the LE, it was my
year-round daily driver, but as weather
started to its toll, I decided to garage
the car during the winter months.
In 1990, the B underwent a cosmetic restoration which included new
paint and repair of any rust damage.
I also did a totally thorough clean up
inside and under the bonnet. In 1993,
I finally had to have new brakes, kingpins, and bushings. Believe it or not,
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Reader’s Ride

these were the first mechanical repairs
I had. With well over 130 K miles,
2003 saw the need for an engine and
clutch rebuild, so I decided to go for a
5-speed conversion to save on future
punishment at highway speeds. Wow!
At 70 MPH, the tach reads over 1200
rpm lower, and as an added bonus, I
can actually hear the radio!
I have to say, of all the cars I have
owned, both foreign and domestic,
my MGB has been the most reliable
(starting and finishing in each of the
America’s British Reliability Runs) –
and certainly the most fun! I am looking forward to my next 100 K miles.

15
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Race Report

On the track taking his MG racer through its paces.
By Paul Konkle
San Diego MG Club

T

he 2009 racing season was a year
that definitely tried my patience.
The first three races were very
successful, with a 4th, and two 2nd
place finishes. Following the British
Extravaganza, I needed to rebuild the
engine due to the number of hours on
it. The high compression ratio is very
hard on the rings and bearings. There
were some parts issues that came up.
Dave Headley from Fab-Tek looked
over the cylinder head and found some
bushings on the rocker arms were
cracked and failing. I sourced a new set
of rockers with needle roller bearings
instead of bushings from a company
in England. I was told there was a set
on the shelf, and I would have them
in a week. They finally arrived after
about 6-7 weeks following a number
of e-mails and phone calls as to the
whereabouts of the goods. The engine
couldn’t be finished in time for the
July Fontana race, so that was the first
race I missed since I bought the car.
Not a complete disaster, but I hate
missing races. I’d race every weekend if
it was possible.
The engine was done in time for
the Oktoberfest race in September. I
had taken the car to a chassis alignment shop following engine installation and they found the rear axle was

16
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out of square by a couple of inches. I
was anxious to see how the car would
handle with all the wheels pointed in
the same direction. The improvement
was readily apparent on the track.
During the Saturday warm up, I ran
lap times as fast as I had the previous
year during Sunday’s race, and that
wasn’t even pushing hard yet. In the
timed practice however, the oil pressure dropped to 25 psi after just 4 laps,
so I had to shut it down and pull in.
trying to sort out what had happened,
I pulled the oil filter and found metal
flakes in the oil, so that ended the
race weekend pretty early. On returning home, I pulled the engine out
again and sent it back to the engine
builder. The bearings were scratched
up where metal had gone through, but
the worst part was the drive gear on
the cam and oil pump drive spindle
were severely chewed up. APT had a
new cam in stock, so I made a trip to
Riverside and picked it up, along with
a new set of lifters. I also got a new set
of Vandervell main and rod bearings
to replace the damaged ones from a
gentleman with a supply of these NOS
bearings.
The engine was returned to me
and reinstalled in the car a week before
the Saltman Memorial race in Las
Vegas. With the car up on jack stands, I
fired it up for the cam break-in. While
my trusty Crew Chief/wife/San Diego
17

MG Club President eyeballed the
engine compartment for leaks or
problems, I ran it at 2500 RPM for
20 minutes. No issues at all and oil
pressure at 60 psi. I drained out the
dinosaur oil, and refilled the sump
with Redline Racing oil. Again,
it fired up with no problems and
with good oil pressure.
Once the oil came up to temperature, I slowly cracked the valve
on the Accusump to refill it. Once Keeping it on the track and hoping for no mechanical failure is a concern on top of going safely fast.
it was filled, I ran the engine up to
about 4000 RPM when suddenly
the oil pressure dropped to 30 psi
and stayed there. Scratch one more
race, and pull the engine again. I
was starting to get pretty good at
this by now.
The engine was taken apart
again. This time the main and rod
bearings were still good, as there
was only about 30 minutes of run
time on them. The cam bearings
were replaced due to some scuffing, and there was also slight
scuffing of the cam lobes and
lifters. David Anton of APT said
I got the same results, so we were just
the cam was still usable; he just needed spectators at the Big Bore Bash.
to grind a couple of thousandths off to
I still managed to finish 3rd in
eliminate the scuffs. He attributed the
points in my class for the season, due
scuffing to a lack of ZDDP in the oil,
to the good finishes in the first three
so I have switched to Valvoline VR1 oil
races. The engine is out again, and up
for break in, and put in a Redline oil
at APT to determine the reason for
additive for extra protection.
the oil pressure issues. I have looked
I got my engine back just a few
at almost every aspect possible and I
days before the final race of the season
believe there is a blockage inside the
at Willow Springs. Once back in, I
oil ways of the block, which can be
filled the oil filter, cooler, and braided
rectified by taking the brass plugs out
lines with fresh Valvoline and primed
of the ends of the oil ways and cleanthe pump through the boss at the back
ing them thoroughly. I should have
of the block. Cranking it on the starter, the car back and ready to go before the
I got 40 psi, so things looked promisUniversity of VARA. I’m really looking
ing. Once the plugs were installed and
forward to that, as I now get to be on
the engine fired, the pressure wouldn’t the instructing side, which is a very rego above 40, and revving it higher just
warding experience. It’s almost hard to
caused the pressure to drop slightly.
imagine that just four years ago, I was
I pulled the pressure regulator out
one of those wide-eyed students thinkand checked it to make sure it wasn’t
ing how cool it would be to actually
sticking. I also added a shim under the
race an old car. I hope some of you can
spring to try and boost the pressure.
join us for a terrific 2010 season.
MGB Driver • July / August 2010
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Product Review
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Race Report

Seatbelt Holder
By Robert Rushing

A

s I wrote in the last issue, at
the BMTA conference I came
across a new device by Clark
& Clark Specialty Products, which is
essentially a black plastic bracket that
works as a seatbelt holder. It fits on the
headrest shafts of 1970-1980 MGBs or
Midgets and is so simple that it will
make you wonder why no one thought
of it before.
Installation is a
snap, taking about two minutes. The
hardest part is getting the headrest off
the seat back. You have to be careful
because there is a small metal clip that
sticks out of the side at the bottom of
the shaft that is in place to keep the
headrest from easily pulling off when
adjusted during normal use. However,
the clip will bend out of the way when
force is applied, allowing the headrest
to be removed from the seatback.
Be careful though – if the clip
pops back out it might catch on the
metal ring at the top of the seatback
cover causing a rip. Also, be careful

that you do not apply too much force
and cause the headrest to smack you
in the face, which is what happened
in my case. For those of you who have
always wanted to give me a fat lip, just
imagine your fist in place of the headrest as it sailed forcefully towards my
mouth. Trust me, it did not feel good
so hopefully that gives you some sense
of satisfaction.
Once the headrest is off and
you’ve iced your lip, simply slip the
bracket onto the headrest shaft and
then put it back on the seat. Next,
you just slip the seatbelt into the
holder and try it out. The pictures
accompanying this article were of
John Mangles of All British Car Repair

1 firmly grasp headrest and pull upward.

2 be careful when pulling headrest out that
the retaining clips in the headrest shaft
do not catch on the metal ring on the seat
cover.
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Project 1973 MGB

Product Review

Photos provided by Michael Gaston

installing a set for one of his customers.
As you can see, it’s straight forward, and
being a professional, he was able to do it
without drawing blood.
The great thing about these holders
is that you’ll find that you no longer
have to dig or fight with the seatbelt
after you get in the car – it’s right there
at hand – plus it holds the belt off to
the side a bit so it doesn’t dig into your
neck! Another cool thing about it is that
it doesn’t look out of place on the seat
and even has a MG Octagon molded on
it to make it look a bit more “official”.
To get your very own set, they can
be purchased through some of the major suppliers that advertise in the MGB
Driver.

5 push the headrest back into place.

The car at pick up, sitting in its resting place while the land around it burned.

By Michael Gaston
San Diego MG Club

T

6 holder is now installed.
3 place the seatbelt holder on theadrest shaft.

4 place the headrest back into the seatback
hole.
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7 now the seatbelt is easily accessable.
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The Beginning

he year was 1973. The Watergate
saga began, the Vietnam War
ended, Kissinger won the Nobel
Peace Prize, Billie Jean King beat
Bobby Riggs, Pablo Picasso and Bruce
Lee both allegedly died, the UK joined
the EEC, and somewhere in California
someone I do not know bought my
Green Mallard 1973 MGB roadster.
For a little background, I was
given this car from a man and his wife
that drove the car for years and then
parked it on their estate in Rancho
Santa Fe where it sat for four years.
The property was a victim of the wild
fires of 2007 and the MG was the only
thing that survived. It would have
been nice if the keys also survived, but
maybe that is asking too much.
MGB Driver
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The Car

The car itself is a good example:
Green Mallard with Ochre interior,
4-speed with Overdrive, the original
luggage rack, and California blue
license plates. The only real rust was
on the bumpers. I have always been a
little leery of British cars, and, being
the owner of a ’76 Triumph Bonneville
which gave up all of its Lucas wiring
smoke one morning on the way to
the office, I have a good foundation
for this fear. But driving this car has
reminded me of the youthful lust I had
for MGs back in my early teens. The
car is quick and light. Driving it spiritedly with the top down, while staring
at the wheels of cell phone chatting
soccer moms, gives a strange sense of
excitement and vulnerability that reminds me a little of riding the Bonnie.
The fact that my monogram is all over
the car helps a bit as well.
In truth, the car was remarkably
21

Project 1973 MGB
untouched by the flames.
The paint had bubbled up
on the left rear quarter panel
and a couple of the lenses
had melted, but the rest of
the car was complete and
useable. The real damage had
been caused by the rats. The
interior was a mess and every
nook and cranny was filled
with rat droppings and fruit
pits. The rats also selectively
ate some wiring, but nothing
critical, so I did not need a
Engine bay prior to restoration, but after much cleaning. If
new harness.
you look closely you can still see a considerable amount of
After I stripped out the rat droppings and nest remnants
carpet, I towed the car to my
mechanic, Bob Workman in Vista, and
The Engine
gave him strict instructions to get it
Okay, so where to start? First I
running for no more than $500. Well,
tried to make sense of the engine bay.
$1000 later the car was on the road.
Since it is a ’73, the emissions controls
Really all it needed was a new ignition
were really just a suggestion, not a
switch, a new battery, fuel pump, and
requirement. The smog pump, tubing,
coil. It started right up, but I had him
vacuum hoses, and canisters were
do an oil change and a couple of other
more complicated than the London
small tweaks. One interesting sight
was the plume of rat’s nesting that shot Underground, and, by the way, what
the heck is a Gulp Valve?!? What does
out of the exhaust pipe the first time it
it gulp and why? I have owned other
turned over.
pre-smog internal combustion vehicles
and all of this superfluous equipment
The Connection
is strangely missing on them. Could it
My next step was to connect with
be the British have stumbled onto the
the local San Diego MG club and was
Holy Grail of extraneous complicaI amazed by that network. I expected
tions? I doubted it was all necessary,
a couple of specialists and maybe a
so when all the above pieces “accisource for some cheap used parts,
dentally” fell off, it turned out the car
but the depth of knowledge and the
ran just as well, maybe better. Sure, it
enthusiastic offers of assistance have
got me dropped from Green Peace’s
been truly amazing. The best descripChristmas list, but that was bound to
tion I can think of is that this club is
happen anyway. All I know is my gulp
a gathering of zealots, not just true
valve has taken its last gulp.
believers.
I was first put in contact with
The Body
Schuy Hoffman by my chrome guy,
With the car running well, it came
Victor Ramos at West Coast Plating
time to disassemble everything and
in Oceanside. That led to the fortusend the car off to paint. With help
itous connections to Steve Kirby, Paul
from a couple of friends and family
Konkle, and Moss Motors. Their parts,
members, I pulled the engine, windtips and general counseling made this
shield, and dashboard. I removed the
a very quick and fairly inexpensive
seats and drilled out all 5,000 rivets
restoration.
22
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Project 1973
that hold on the bright work and
interior. Steve Kirby graciously
helped me trailer the carcass to
and from the body shop, Car Coat
in Escondido. The body was pretty
straight, so I had the shop just
sand it, block it, and paint it with a
single stage paint to keep the cost
down. The paint came out a little
lighter than I expected, but it is
growing on me. It was supposed
Engine bay in final trim. A little powder coating, a
to be Green Mallard, but I think
few new parts and considerable elbow grease and it
it is closer to Green M&M. In all
looks presentable again.
it took about two weeks and cost
about $1200.
The Re-Assembly
While I had the engine out I
When the car came back from
replaced the clutch, throw out bearpaint, and several pieces from powing, rear main seal as well as the clutch
der coating, I began the reassembly
slave cylinder. To pretty the engine up
phase. Things never seem to go back
a bit I polished the SU damper bells
as easily as they come off, and things
and sent the radiator shroud, heater
really did not come off that easily. The
box, pedal box, engine brackets, valve
chrome and lights went on pretty well,
cover, and air cleaner covers out for
a pneumatic rivet gun made most of
powder coat. I probably should have
painted the engine, but I didn’t rebuild the rivet work go smoothly. Truthfully,
with just a few broken bolts and taps, it
it and this is going to be a driver anywasn’t that bad.
how.

I got the engine back in, as well as
all 18 of the 5/16-24 bolts that hold the
engine and sundry brackets in place.
Seems like overkill to me, but relative
to the 14 bolts that hold the radiator
and shroud in place, I guess it makes
good British sense. On the other hand,
I happen to know each Grade 5 5/1624 bolt will take 7,000 lbs of tensile
load, and this car weighs about 2,500
lbs. That means the engine bolts alone
could pick up 50 MGBs. I am pretty
confident the engine and radiator will
stay put.
One curious thing happened
when I went to connect the battery…
the car tried to start. After much head
scratching, troubleshooting, and
reaching out to the SDMGC Yahoo
group, it seems the starter motor took
this opportunity to give up the ghost.
A visit to Broadway Auto Electrical in
lovely downtown Lemon Grove fixed
that problem and now the car starts
easily every time.

The @#~%!*? Windshield

Next came time to install the
windshield, another one of those
“comes apart easy, goes together hard”
jobs. I did manage to clean the frame
up pretty well, including polishing
the side pillars and having them clear
powder coated. After futzing with the
frame for a while I gave up and took
it to a professional to reassemble. I
figured I would save a couple of dollars
and install the frame into the car myself, after all how hard can it be, right?
Well, as I have since read several times
on the internet; “do not pull too hard
on the top of the frame getting the
side pillar bolts to line up as you may
crack the windshield”. Sure enough, a
nice crack from top to bottom on the
driver’s side magically showed up as
I was coaxing the frame into place. I
think I will have a professional do it all
next time.

The Interior

The interior went in pretty simply.
I opted to get the Moss sewn carpet kit,
24
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which is not molded. It needed some
persuading in a few areas around the
wheel wells and transmission tunnel, but in the end it looks great. One
frustration during installation was
when I was replacing the floor snaps
for the front mats. I could have just
cleaned up the existing snaps, but
Moss gave me some brand spanking
new ones and I had gotten pretty good
at drilling out rivets by this point, or so
I thought. While drilling out the passenger side rivet nearest the seat on the
tunnel side, along with the rivet came
a steady stream of gasoline soaking my
newly installed carpet. It turns out this
rivet is located directly over the fuel
line. This sent me out to get some fuel
hose to make a band aid repair. If you
have not enjoyed this particular fix,
it involves considerable time on your
back, beneath a jacked up car, with a
tube cutter and generous amounts of
leaking gasoline.
For the interior panels I opted to
go with the Moss “Deluxe” interior
in Honey tan. It is reasonably close to
the original Ochre and actually looks
better in my opinion. Getting the seats
in the first time proved to be too difficult for my short attention span. The
frame rails never seemed to line up
and the one loose rail always seemed
to flop around. Since I knew I would
be taking the seats in and out several
times during this restoration, I decided
to put studs into the floor pans instead
of trying to find the threaded holes
each time I put the seats back in. This
proved to be a great solution and
saved me and my aging back much
frustration. I used 1/4-28 x 1-1/4 inch
long stainless socket set screws, with
approximately 7/8” showing above the
floor pan. I fastened them down with
“kep nuts” (hex nuts with integral star
washers) to keep things in place. The
kep nuts take the place of the original
round spacers. I then bolted the seat
rails to the studs with four more kep
nuts.
The last finishing touch on the
interior was to replace the dashboard
25
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Project 1973 MGB

Photos provided by Lloyd Faust

MGB Left front finished.

padding. Moss sells a great kit you can
install yourself. This year dash has
the entire top and fascia covered with
foam and vinyl. The Moss dashboard
was a pretty good fit, but I still had
to do some carving and fitting to get
the padding and vinyl to sit correctly
on the metal base frame. After that,
installation was pretty simple, just
reverse order of removal. Of course it
helps to diligently mark the wires for
re-installation.
With paint and interior complete
it was time to focus on the “weather
protection” items. Both the top and
tonneau were old and brittle and neither one would keep the elements at
bay. I decided to depart from Abingdon’s original black design and have
the top and tonneau made from the
same honey tan vinyl used on the interior. It was pretty easy to source and in
my opinion looks great.
The last item I tackled was the
wheels. I know wire wheels are the
pinnacle of British Sports Car regalia,
but I have never been fond of polishing chrome. Also, this car came with
Rostyle wheels, and I actually like
them. I had them powder coated and
sprayed the black insets with flat black
to freshen up the look. I then spooned
on some Falken 185/65-14 tires I
26

bought from one of the club members. They look good and perform
very well. I understand I will have to
replace them in about 20k miles, but
that should take me well into the year
2020.

The Enjoyment

The car is finished, if these projects are actually ever really finished. It
is not a concourse quality restoration,
but the car is a daily driver I can be
proud of. Of all the vehicles I have had
this one gets the most attention, and
has cost the least. Moss motors and the
San Diego MG Club have helped make
this a relatively painless and reasonably inexpensive project. In all, it took
about one year and cost a little over
$4k. The inexpensive part has helped
me stay happily married as well, so
thanks a lot to all that helped.
So now I am left to just enjoy
the car. I take it to work often and for
weekend cruising with my wife and
daughters, though only one at a time,
and try to get to the MG club meetings
and events when family time allows.
My daughters are enjoying going to
the club meetings and it allows me to
have some one on one time with each
daughter, something we do not do
often enough.
MGB Driver
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By Lloyd Faust

I

s originality nuts? You bet it is.....
and bolts and screws, too. What
could better represent originality than the exact same nuts, bolts,
screws, and brackets that came on the
car when it left the factory as a new
car? Keeping these fasteners is usually
the easiest thing to get right when
you’re doing your restoration.
MGBs had a variety of fasteners from different suppliers. These
items (in the case of bolts) had unique
head markings that represented the
manufacturer and the bolt grade. It is
very easy for a person in the ‘know’
to identify these items as OEM. These
suppliers didn’t change much over the
production life of the MGB. Many of
the fasteners were not ‘painted over’
by the factory. They were left in their
natural state and have weathered over
the years. Getting these things to look
new again is what this little ditty is
about. You could go down to the Home
Depot and get some new ones, but this
is about being original (not just new).
I parted out MGBs as a business
and a hobby for 30 years. These were
Southern California cars and the nuts
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and bolts were usually not very rusty.
The biggest pain was dirt, grease, and
paint from previous “restorations”.
When I moved out of SoCal four years
ago, I gave away over 500 pounds of
fresh fasteners.
Anyway, here is what I would
do: When I was blowing a car to bits
with the air wrenches, I would have a
5-gallon plastic bucket handy. Every
fastener, P-clip, and small bracket
would get tossed in the bucket....even
if that part was originally painted. A
complete MGB would fill the bucket
about half way up. I would then add
other parts like the hood and trunk
lid stays, booster cans (later cars),
relay boxes (after taking the insides
out) carb linkage...anything that was
plated when original. I would show up
at my friendly local bulk platter and
get these items “tumbled”. The larger
items had to be “hung”.
The parts were cad platted at first
because I like the ‘softer’ sheen of the
cad. When cadmium became a dirty
word in SoCal, I switched to zinc. Type
1 zinc is the clear (silver) hardware
store look. Type 2 is the yellow color
that people refer to many times incorrectly as irradite or anodized – it is
27
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How to Make Your SU Carburetors Look Better Than New
By Rich Medcraft
Columbia Gorge MGA Club

M

look better with just the one fresh coat
of paint on them when you repaint
your car.
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ost of us work
hard on our
car’s exterior
appearance. We spend
hours cleaning, washing
and waxing. But it can
also be rewarding to add
sparkle under the hood.
Fresh cadmium plated
bolts and clips, a newly
covered wiring harness,
shiny black brackets and
radiator, and a nicely
painted valve cover all
contribute to a nice presentation. The
final touch can be detailing the SU
carburetors.
When I restore SU carburetors I
like to make them look better than
new. Besides a thorough rebuild, I
like to re-plate all fasteners and polish
the brass linkage. The final touch is
shining up the pair of aluminum air
chambers. It’s amazing what a difference this can make. Often these have
been subject to nicks, scrapes, and
gouges that make carburetors look
their age – old and tired! Here’s how to
transform them into sparkling gems
and really make your engine compartment look great.
This is what you will need: metal
file, 80-grit dry sandpaper, dye-grinder
fitted with mandrel and 80-grit
tapered sanding cone (optional), 220,
400, and 600-grit wet/dry sandpaper,
white diamond rouge, and a buffing/
grinder motor fitted with buffing
wheel. Finally, you will need a pair of
rubber and leather gloves plus safety
goggles.
It’s a good idea to work on one carburetor at a time. This way you won’t
mix up the front and rear air chambers. First, remove the brass damper
MGB Driver
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nothing more than a dye process
used after the zinc re-plates. It is
really an art form to get it looking
‘just right’. Not many parts on an
MGB were Type 2 originally....the
booster cans from the late cars are
the best example of this platting.
I would get the whole bucket
done for $25 ten years ago, which
was the last time I had anything
done. I recently had a batch done
for my ‘77 project car (see picture)
and it cost $93...the cost of restoration sure has gone up!
An added benefit is that you
get the stuff stripped for free
(included in price). This to me is
worth the price alone. Sorting the
stuff out into various cans and
bin boxes is fun when you get
the bucket back from the platter. Even
painted bolts and washers (like the
exposed front fender bolts as example)

cap (MG T series and MGA) or black
plastic cap (MGB) from air chamber
top. Remove the three machine screws
and lockwashers that hold the chamber cover to the carburetor body. Lift
off the chamber separating it from the
large damper spring and piston/needle
assembly. Clean this aluminum piece
thoroughly with solvent or carburetor
cleaner and examine the surface for
any deep scratches or gouges. These are
often caused by a rubbing braided fuel
line or wayward screwdriver. If necessary you can use a file to eliminate the
worst blemishes.
Now this is where “elbow grease”
comes in. Start with 80-grit dry sandpaper and work over the filed areas.
The objective is to remove the marks
left by your file and deep scratches. I
sometimes like to use an air dye grinder with an 80-grit tapered sanding
cone but you can use plain sandpaper
and sand by hand. Next go over the
entire aluminum chamber with 220grit wet/dry sandpaper. Use solvent to
lubricate the sandpaper and work out
all the marks left by the 80 grit sandpaper. Be sure and wear eye protection
and rubber gloves. Do your sanding in
a bucket or tray to keep the sandpaper
wet and contain the solvent.
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Sound Deadner 101

By Chuck Linick
Emerald Necklace MG Club

A
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s my involvement with MGs
has progressed, I’ve heard a
reasonably common complaint
about foot wells getting too hot from
radiated engine and exhaust heat. I
never gave it much consideration since
my Midget runs pretty cool. After a
purchase of a classic Mini a couple of
years ago, I started to give this process
much more thought. For the Mini it
was focused on noise reduction, but
heat and noise can go hand in hand
when it comes to preventing them.
I first heard about a product called
Dynamat on Jay Leno’s web site, he
uses it for all of his restorations. Here
is a link to an interview between Jay
and a Dynamat rep: http://www.jaylenosgarage.com/video/video_player.
shtml?vid=182000. Its worth the viewing, it will provide some product insight. I looked up other products and
there were bunches available, some
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When you finish, graduate to a
finer 400 then finally 600-grit wet/
dry sandpaper. Clean with hot, soap
and water, and dry completely. Your
final product will be a smooth, satin
looking piece that is ready for polishing. This is where the fun starts! You
will need a bench mounted buffing/
grinding motor fitted with a cotton
flannel wheel and a bar of white rouge.
You can obtain these from Eastwood
Company (www.eastwood.com). The
rouge helps the flannel wheel in the
polishing process. Be very careful to
protect your hands and eyes. Polishing
with a buffer can be tricky and potentially dangerous. Leather gloves will
allow you to hold the aluminum piece
tightly; but you will also need these to
protect you since the buffing process
can make the piece you are buffing
very hot! Wear your safety glasses or
face shield.
First, turn on the buffer and
“dress” the cotton wheel with white
rouge. Simply touch the rouge bar to
the rotating buffer for a few seconds.
Before you start polishing be sure and
hold the piece tightly with BOTH
HANDS. It is very important to position the aluminum piece so that the
open end is facing DOWN. This will
insure the fast rotating buffing wheel
does not catch and jerk the piece out of
your hands. You must take your time
and proceed with care. Re-dress the
buffing wheel with rouge as needed
to aid in polishing. Remember that
all the prior sanding you’ve done will
allow you to achieve a shiny, chromelike appearance with very little
buffing. Alternatively, you can have
a professional plating shop perform
the buffing part for you. Either way,
the results are worth it. You will have
dazzling, shiny carburetors that will
complete your beautiful engine compartment. Clean and dry a final time
then re-install. Be sure the chamber
fits neatly and before tightening the
screws, check to see that the piston

travels freely up and down within the
chamber.
You can use this process to restore
other aluminum parts such as MGA
deluxe side curtain frames or MGB/GT
door/window trim. However, there is
one important difference – unlike the
carburetor chambers, these pieces are
typically anodized for protection. This
clear plating must be removed at the
beginning and replaced afterwards.
There are shops that specialize in this
plating process and it is not expensive.
Contact me if you have any
questions. My e-mail address is:
stitchwise@earthlink.net. My phone
number is: 360-834-6906.

cheap and some expensive. Heck, they
all look pretty much the same, should
I just buy the cheap one? I started
searching the internet for some type of
recommendation. Initially I couldn’t
find anything; all the comments were
subjective, not true comparisons. Then
I came upon http://www.sounddeadenershowdown.com – finally someone
that did some actual comparison testing, even though it was in his kitchen
and not a lab. The data finally helped
me chose a product, and they are definitely NOT created equal. I’m going
to recap some of my experiences, as it
pertains to my little British car. Mini
or MG the process is the same. The
showdown link above is exceptionally
thorough and I would encourage you
to read it for lots of specifics.
First, my main objective was to
dampen the exceptional road noise
and tin can echo of the Mini. Any
heat reduction would be frosting on
the cake in my case. For that reason
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Sound Deadener 101
I’m going to focus on my experience
with noise.
I chose a “butyl” based product,
the asphalt products you should
steer clear of based on the showdown
comparison data. I chose RAAMmat
BXT60 from RAAMaudio in Oregon. It
was the best buy recommendation in
the showdown because you got twice
the quantity of product for about the
same price as buying the market leader
Dynamat or Damplifier. I purchased
64 square feet directly from the manufacturer for about $140, shipping is
usually high because there is considerable weight in a roll of product. By
comparison, Dynamat which I didn’t
choose, I found to be least expensive
on eBay at about $140 for 32 square
feet.
After receiving the product, I
stripped down the entire dash, doors
and front floors of the Mini. This
was my focus: 1) reduce engine noise
through the firewall, 2) reduce road
noise from the floors, and 3) reduce
the tin can door clang. It didn’t take
long because Mini dashes are much
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simpler and accessible than an MG. It
also gave me a chance to restore the
dash cosmetically and mechanically,
recovering with new materials and
restoring switches and the heater box.
Many parts went to the powder coater.
The next task was to strip and
clean all of the surfaces that would
receive a layer of RAAMmat. Using
a sharp paint scraper I was able to
remove old tar based seam sealer, glue
and a lot of fuzz from the OEM under
carpet insulation. Then I wiped down
all of the surfaces with lacquer thinner
to remove remaining glue and dirt.
Use caution in your choice of solvents,
you might take off paint. I would
recommend starting with a wax and
grease remover or rubbing alcohol.
Test to see what works best for your
situation.
Once all of the surfaces were
thoroughly clean I could begin installation. You will need a sharp razor or
mat knife, sharpie marker, a wall paper
seam roller, and some craft paper. I
also recommend using a heat gun;
you can pick one up cheap at Harbour
Freight for $15. Tackle small areas
first until you get the hang of it. My
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personal preference was to take craft
paper and make a template of the more
intricate areas I was covering. For
me, it helped build up my expertise
without causing a lot of product waste.
That’s a good point too – you will have
some waste so plan for a little extra
when you measure your coverage area.
I covered as much of the area as I could
and stayed clear of areas that would
need future access – e.g. nuts, bolts,
rubber floor plugs, etc. The reason
being is once this stuff goes down;
it’s staying there and not coming up
again.
As I cut pieces for installation,
I dry fitted them and tried to butt
adjoining areas and not overlap. I
was applying the mat in the winter in
a heated garage. The metal was only
lightly cool. To assure good adhesion,
I used the heat gun to warm the metal
lightly and also warm the adhesive
side of the mat prior to removing the
backing paper. It definitely increased
the glue tack and also made the mat
more flexible to form around uneven
surfaces. Like I said, once it touches the
surface, its there to stay! Finally roll it
well with the seam roller to make sure
it’s made good contact. Now repeat
over and over again until you’re done.
MGB Driver
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It really does get easier as you go and
you will probably abandon the paper
templates after a while like I did.
My last application was the Mini
doors which clanged terribly when
closed. After applying to the entire inside of the door skin, the doors closed
with a “thud” and no more clang!
I’ve talked to various club members and I seem to be the first to take
this route for sound and heat protection. I am aware of members wrapping
their exhaust headers/pipes with heat
wrap as well as lining some of the foot
well with foil backed padded insulation. I’m not sure what their success
was with these products. I did get a
strong recommendation from a friend
on heat protection using a silicone
impregnated fibreglass product from
www.koolmat.com. He used it on the
foot wells of his MGA during its restoration and he said he didn’t experience
any radiant heat issues during the hot
days of summer driving. Sounds like
another product well worth investigating. I believe technology has brought
us some good options to alleviate the
heat and noise from our little British
cars. It’s just a matter of trying a few
and passing on our results to others.
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Electric

he project comprised removal
of the engine and gearbox and
mounting an electric motor on top
of the back axle. The motor is connected to the differential of the axle
using sprockets and a belt. A considerable time was spent calculating the
correct sprocket combination given
the motor specification, weight of the
car, acceleration profile required, and
hill climbing ability. The gearing of
the final differential was left at the
standard MG factory setting – namely
3.9:1 to 3.909.
Battery technology used is Lead
Acid simply because they are the
cheapest. The pack will probably
last two years and then, hopefully,
Lithium or better technologies will be
affordable. The batteries came from
BobCat Batteries in San Jose – used
from a telco UPS system. It’s unlikely
they were ever discharged. They are
Sprinter AGM S12V370s - about
100AHs each. There
are eight of them for
96 volts.
The chargers are
smart charges from
Vector (bought at PepBoys) and are perfect
because they offer a
dedicated AGM charging profile and can
supply three different
charging currents –
2, 10, and 15 amps.
Charging at 10 amps
allows a single 110V
15A household supply
to be used. If two separate circuits are available then I can charge
at 15 amps. Also, with
these smart chargers, I
do not have to disconnect the batteries
The main battery bank in the engine bay - note the individual
from each other during charging units for each battery.
charging: the negative
MGB Driver • July / August 2010
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charging contacts are not grounded
so they will charge the battery regardless of the absolute potential of the
terminals.
The motor was supplied from Hi
Performance Golf Cars in Ontario,
California (east of LA). It is a 3-phase
AC induction motor running at 96
volts. The motor and controller came
as a matched pair in the sense that
the controller was programmed to the
characteristics of the motor. High Performance Golf Cars manufacture the
motor themselves. The one I have is
rated at 35HP max, 10HP continuous.
I won’t be burning rubber off the line,
but I’ll be able to get up to highway
speeds without difficulty.
After consulting Hi Performance
Golf Cars to make sure that the motor could be mounted “unsprung”, I
decided to find a way of balancing the
motor on top of the differential. My
plan was to use no universal joints,
and to either use a pair of metal gears,
a belt, or a chain to drive the differential input shaft from the motor.
Finding exactly the right
metal gear set to get the
1.81:1 reduction from
the motor to the differential proved difficult; a
chain drive would need
lubrication and probably
tensioners, so a belt drive
seemed appropriate. The
issue with belt drive (and
to a lesser extent, chain
drive) is that the need
to apply some lateral
pressure to the sprockets
on the motor and the
differential. I’m sure
the differential was not
designed to be driven in
any way other than via
a propeller shaft connection (i.e. – no lateral
force on the bearing at
the front of the differThe motor and drivebelt going directly to the differential.
ential); however, the belt
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By Mike Bennett
MG Owners Club of Northern California
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Electric MGB

Battery support brackets.

Brackets supporting the lower battery in the
engine bay.

The motor bracket welded to a stock tubetype differential.

No need for a manual transmission.

drive uses toothed sprockets and belts
which don’t require a huge amount
of tension on the belt. I got the idea of
using a belt from a Harley Davidson
drivetrain.
Once I’d chosen the method of
driving the differential and performed
the math to work out the gearing
ratios, the rest of the mechanical part
of the project involved deciding how
to mount the motor to the axle. It was
simply luck that the axle I had was
the tube type – not the banjo type.
This meant that I could weld brackets directly on to the 2.5 inch tubes
(just like the suspension perches are

mounted) and that would be strong
enough to hold the 70lb motor. The
motor does cantilever out in front of
the vertical plane of the axle thereby
putting torque on my axle welds (and
on the leaf-spring perches); but if you
consider that under acceleration, the
axle tends to twist such that the front
of the differential want to rotate up
against the spring force and alternatively, down under braking, it’s clear
that this twist is designed into the car
in the first place. I figured I’d keep an
eye on the welds and spring mounts
and assume that everything was
strong enough. I did install new bush-

ings while everything was apart.
The motor sits on top of the welded frame and is housed in a 1/8-inch
thick bent metal form. I had this form
made for me – it’s the thing painted
red. I had to devise a way of holding
the cylindrical motor firmly so that
I could adjust the belt tension my
moving the motor along the welded
frame. You can see all the orthogonal
slots I cut for forward/back and left/
right adjustment. The third dimension
(tipping up and down) is achieved by
using shims underneath the red motor
housing form.
The motor is connected to the

differential via a two pulley set with
a step down ratio of 1.81:1. The motor
sprocket simply mounted directly, but
I had to build the shaft stub to connect
to the differential. This comprised
a 2-inch diameter stainless steel rod
welded to another piece of stainless
steel which I turned down to fit the
input flange of the differential. It took
a lot of patience to make sure that
the shaft stub piece rotated without
wobble on the differential. The other
tricky thing is making sure the belt
rode on the pulleys correctly and was
at the right tension. I did this alignment more or less by eye and guessing

Extra large cables to reduce heat and resistance.

The back of the motor and trunk battery units.

The rear charging units and the plug-in cords
for charging the car up.

The new accelerator cable.
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Electric MGB
the belt tension. As I mentioned above,
I didn’t want to put too much lateral
force on the motor or differential
bearings – but I didn’t want the belt to
slip either. After 600 miles of driving
nothing bad seems to have happened.
All the bolts are secured using nylock
nuts or lock washers.
Once the motor was mounted to
the axle the next step was deciding
how much metal I needed to remove
from the trunk area and the vertical
cross panel behind the passenger’s
seat. I tried to remove as little metal as
possible – the metal sections are there
to hold the car together. Nevertheless I
needed space to allow the body of the
car to move relative to the back axle
with the motor attached. That’s why
you see space between the motor and
the bodywork is quite large. I calculated how much the axle could twist
under combined corning and acceleration (simply by noting how far the suspension was allowed to travel by the
bump stops and extension restraints)
and just projected those numbers on
to an axle with the motor attached.
The motor does shift left and right,
and vertically up and down quite a lot
relative to the body but surprisingly
there much less movement pitch-

Flange for the drive belt connection to the
differential.
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ing forward and back. This might be
because the motor I have really cannot
impart and enormous torque on the
drive – it’s just not powerful enough.
Once the motor was mounted,
the rest of the project just involved
mounting the 70lb batteries so: A)
they were accessible, B) were mounted
securely so they didn’t slide around,
and C) were positioned so that the ride
height of the car, both front and back,
matched the original ride height. I was
fortunate that the weight and number of batteries I needed meant that
the weight of the car before and after
the conversion was nearly identical,
within 50lbs. The unsprung weight is
a bit more than original – the motor,
plus mounting brackets, are unsprung,
so the sprung weight is a bit less than
before. I didn’t have to alter the suspension ratings at all and the steering is just the same as in the original
car. The pictures show all the wiring
needed. It looks complicated but really
it isn’t. It’s a lot less complicated than
the standard MG wiring harness. The
cables connecting the batteries to the
controller and to the motor are large
diameter so-called welding cable. It
is important that they don’t get hot
under load, but the main reason for
such large cables is to reduce electrical
resistance.

One of the adjustment slots for proper
positioning of the motor and tensioning of
the belt.
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No external clues that this is not a run of the mill MGB.

I have calculated that the range
on a full charge is equivalent to about
1.5 gallons of gas. So I could go about
40 miles. Such is the state of lead-acid
technology currently. Lithium or even
nickel-metal would be lighter and
therefore I could extract more range
out of the car, but that solution would
be expensive and also I would have to
modify the spring ratings on the car
to compensate for the reduced weight.
Nevertheless, if someone offered a
lithium pack I wouldn’t refuse!
It’s still a fun car to drive. The
acceleration is not fantastic, but it is
continuous. There are no gears to shift;
just press on the pedal and go. One of
the many benefits of the AC induction
motor is the ability to use regenerative braking. The amount of re-gen
is programmable via the controller.
I have it set so I hardly have to touch
the friction brakes at all. I don’t expect
to ever replace the pads. The car is not
MGB Driver
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silent. The motor and particularly the
belt drive make a whine. I have since
made a sheet-metal cover to separate
the driver and passenger from the motor area. This is party out of safety concerns and it does keep the noise down
a bit; however, the car is completely
silent stopped at traffic lights. Initially
this is unnerving since we’re all used
to the idle engine sound. However,
the main point about the conversion
is that I drive the car every day. I don’t
worry about polluting or whether the
car will start or how long it will take to
warm up. I don’t miss tinkering with
the engine or tuning it up. It’s just nice
to get in and drive.

Costs:
Donor car: $4000
Motor + controller: $4000
Batteries: $65 x 8 = $520
Chargers: $60 x 8 = $480
Bits and pieces: $500 or so
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By Dave Northrup
Texas MG Register

can only imagine what a pristine
little car it was when it was purchased in March of 1973. Nor do we
know how long it sat in the showroom
of Snuffy Smith Motors, located just
outside of downtown Dallas, Texas.
We’ll never know why he picked this
car, or why he sold it in just seven
months to its next owner. We know
the car left the factory, and then the

dealership, without air conditioning.
But we do know that in those first
few months, here in the relatively hot
climate of Dallas, the air conditioning was added, probably by the dealer.
That dealer is no longer in existence.
In fact, that address is now a parking
lot for a community college.
Then it didn’t get driven much
over the next 30 years, although the
odometer stopped at about 7,000
miles. But the general condition of
the car and the interior indicated that

The rusty trunk.

The trunk after repairing.

I
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Pristine Little Car
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Burning Oil After Engine Rebuild

Pristine Little Car

Photos provided by Simon Dix

Putting on the new trunk seal.

The restored front suspension.

it was indeed a relatively low mileage
vehicle, although it definitely suffered from sitting outside. Somewhere
along that path it was repainted and
the infamous MGB horizontal stripes
put on. Whether
they were there
originally I do
not know, and
since they are not
on the original
invoice it does not
seem likely.
It was not
repainted the correct Old English
White; rather
it was painted
a much whiter
color, probably
by an indifferent paint shop
for an indifferOriginal service booklet.
ent owner. Then
many years later
it was displaced as the favorite driver
by a much newer Jaguar. For whatever
reason, he waited a few more years,
with the car sitting outside, before he,
too, decided to let it go. He put it in the
paper, and did not get much of a response. A month or so later one of the
respondents (me) came back to visit
with his son, and asked to buy it. The
offer was accepted, and a few days later
the car was driven to its new home just
a few miles away.

I suppose I really took a chance on
this car – there was rust in the trunk
and the oil pressure was dangerously
low. Looking inside the valve cover
there was also rust, indicative of poor
care over the years
and the suspension was shot – the
lever shocks had
absolutely no
resistance whatsoever. A replacement trunk gasket
took care of the
leak and an oil
change took care
of the oil pressure. Clearly there
was water in the
oil! A tube shock
conversion in
the rear and new
shocks up front
plus an upgraded
sway bar took care
of the suspension woes. Replacing the
speedometer and re-stuffing the seats
completed the transition!
Although I was initially attracted
by the thought of riding in cool, air
conditioned comfort, no one advised
me to keep it. Cheaper, better, and
lighter; replacing it would be the best
option. So out it came as well. Now it
just needs paint and it will be, once
again, that cute little car that attracted
a buyer back in 1973.
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Crud on the Valves of No4.
Simon Dix
MG Club of St Louis

W

ell, first off, let us be clear
that this is not meant to be a
tutorial but rather a recap of
a specific experience I’ve had. I rebuilt
the engine for my 72 B, “Scarlett”, after
I discovered that the camshaft was
well worn on several of the lobes. The
machine work was done professionally for me and I did the reassembly
under the professional guidance of
my friend. Although I carefully went
through the reassembly and break-in
process, after just 2,000 miles I was
burning way too much oil. At the end,
prior to investigation, I was using a
quart every 200-300 miles. Clearly,
something was not quite right.
Prior to what might seem as the
inevitable task of taking the engine
apart, I did do a few basic diagnostics.
A compression test gave me approximately 170-pound readings across all
four cylinders and I tried a leak down
test. I don’t think I did the leak down
test correctly so that remains a bit of a

mystery to me. The last test was with
a vacuum gauge that seemed normal
with no fluttering which would have
potentially indicated valve guide issues.
Despite severe reluctance on my
part to have to deal with this, I was
left with no choice but to start taking
the engine apart to see if I could figure
out what the issue was. I also decided
to just jump in and try to do this with
the engine in place since I don’t have
my own engine hoist. With everything removed, I was ready to pull the
head. I got out the Haynes manual and
followed the sequence for the head
bolts to be undone. It was surprising
to me just how much “spring” there
was from the head gasket. A couple of
times as I was removing head nuts you
could see the head “pop” up. Perhaps
something to do with the Payen brand
head gasket I had used. I also removed
the rockers and was then ready to pull
the head itself. Other than the sheer
weight of it and the awkward angle
with the engine still in the car, the

Custom Tool for Oil Pan Front Bolts.
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Burning Oil
head came off
pretty easily.
With the head
off, it immediately
became clear that
there was an issue
with the #4-cylinder. I didn’t know
what was wrong,
but the fact that
pistons #1 - #3
had carbon on top
and #4 had wet oil
with no carbon
seemed to be a ma- No Carbon and Wet Oil on Piston No4.
jor clue. Looking
two lower engine/transmission bolts
at the head, the valves for #4 were also
to get the pan completely removed.
looking very different. At this stage I
With the pan off, it was reasonably
paused and posted some pictures on
easy to remove the nuts for the piston
the internet and sought some expert
end cap, and then push the piston up
advice as to “what’s this mean, what’s
out of the block. You do need to ensure
next?”
the crank is in the right place so that
For me I was hoping it was a head
the piston being removed is at top or
issue and I wouldn’t have to tear into
bottom of a stroke so it has a straight
the engine any further. However, it
shot up out of the block.
was suggested it was a ring issue on
With the piston out, my visual
number #4 and I should go ahead and
inspection didn’t reveal anything
remove the oil pan and pull the #4
obvious and there were no grooves
piston. Crap, not something I really
or scores to the cylinder, nor did the
wanted to do. So, now I was going to
walls look glazed. However, once my
learn and experience how to remove
friend looked at the piston, he immethe oil pan with the engine still in the
diately identified a problem with the
car.
oil scraper ring; it was too close to the
The trick to this is finding a way
piston. We removed the oil rings and
to get at the front three and the two
noticed that the middle of the three
side oil pan bolts, which are rendered
oil rings seemed to be missing the tab
virtually inaccessible by the close
on one end where the ring ends meet
proximity of the front crossmember
(they’re colored red and green on new
and the lip of the oil pan. My approach
rings). This broken tab meant the
was to disconnect the engine mounts
ring’s circumference was reduced and
and then carefully raise the engine
so it was unlikely to have been scrapwith a floor jack. This gives you just
ing correctly. With the issue identified,
enough room to get things started
we could proceed to a fix. This is when
with a socket and then very patiently
I discovered that rings are only sold in
use a spanner (wrench) to get these
sets so I had no choice but to buy a full
five pan bolts out. This did take quite
set of .030 over oil rings.
a while and was extremely frustrating.
First up was the installation of
Still it is possible if you don’t have a lift
the oil ring set. Much easier if you can
(and to be honest it probably, collechold the piston in a vice while doing
tively, takes a much time as pulling the
this, but I didn’t have one. The main
engine). You even have to remove the
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transmission hit the top
of the tunnel at the back
of the engine bay. This
gave enough room to get
at the front bolts and get
them started by hand
and following up with a
socket on an extension
with a wobbly. A good
idea was to get all the pan
bolts in place and leave
them all loose to allow
some wiggle room to get
the front bolts all started
correctly. I discovered
that my friend has made
a custom tool for these
hard to get to pan bolts
New Oil Ring tabs close up - note the red and green ends.
that made tightening them
point is to make sure that the red/
up much easier. The other
green tabs don’t become overlapped
main aspect of the reassembly is the
as the instructions that come with the
head gasket. It seems you cannot get
ring set show. Also, be careful with
just the Payen head gasket from the
the upper and lower oil rings, the ends
big suppliers other than as a part of a
are sharp enough to put a gouge into
set, although I did find that AutoZone
your piston or your hands. Once you
has the Felpro brand head gasket for a
have the rings on you’re ready for the
B which I understand to be exactly the
ring compressor. I was able to get one
same as the Payen – same manufacas a loaner tool from AutoZone (they
turer just a different brand.
have quite a few of these types of tools
With everything back and ready
on their loaner program which is very
to fire, I removed one of the Pertrouseful).
nix leads from the coil so that I could
As I was now paranoid about the
crank the engine on the starter motor
red/green tabs, I did a test with the
and get oil pressure back. This took
ring compressor and then checked that a few cranks before the oil pressure
the tabs had not become overlapped.
started to come up, I then reconnected
They hadn’t and so I proceeded to
the Pertronix and the engine fired up
compress them again and put the pisas normal. Quite a relief that it still
ton back in the block. I then carefully
worked, no weird grinding noises and
tapped it out of the ring compressor
no bits left over from the reassembly
using the rubber handle end of a hamprocess.
mer. From under the car, I was able to
A short test drive went well and
pull the piston down and align it onto
there was no sign of any telltale
the crank, put the end cap on, and
smoke. I hope that this will be the fix.
then torque down the nuts. I had used
Although rebuilding the engine was
assembly lube on the bearings again
something I wanted to do/learn, it is
and I noted the orientation of the pisnot something I want to keep having
ton on removal to ensure I didn’t put it to do. This may help others with post
back in 180-degrees out.
engine-rebuild issues since this turned
The rest of the work was the
out not to be caused by glazed cylinder
infamous “reassembly is the reverse
walls (where the rings that had not
procedure”. For the oil pan, I again
seated properly), which is the most
raised the engine using a floor jack
likely cause of this type of problem.
about as high as I could before the
45
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Bodyshell Story
By Ken Smith
MGB Registrar

I

n the January/February issue
of the MGB Driver, I made
mention of the apparent
shortage of bodyshells for MGBs
in my article on the “English
Limited Edition” and I promised that if sufficient interest
was generated, I would give you
the whole story on the great
bodyshell boondoggle! This
followed the closing of the MG
Factory in October 1980. Some
of you older members may have
read what I wrote back in 1993
but the gist of the nightmare is
this:
In May 1981 Graham Paddy
of the Sprite & Midget Centre
in London received a call from
Abingdon asking if he wished to
make a bid on the last 40 RHD
MGB/GT bodyshells. My old
boss, Neil Aldred, was Graham’s
Sales & Marketing manager and
they jumped at the opportunity
to buy the shells from MG little
realizing that it would turn
out to be a saga lasting nearly
a month, and almost costing
Neil his home and his marriage!
They duly made a bid of £350
per shell-the shells normally
retailed around £1200, but were
quite soiled. Several had dents
and most had a little surface rust
from standing outside in the
English drizzle and fog. We now
let Neil take up the story…
“Our offer was the highest
and this was confirmed late one
Friday night with a request from
MG asking where the shells were
to be delivered. I must admit
that neither of us had given a
great deal of thought to this, so
we asked if they could deliver
two, or at most four to our Richmond premises. We would pay
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for them all up front, but call
for them to be delivered as
required.”
“Lesson #1 in bulk
buying: know where you
are going to put the stuff!
“No can do” said MG, “you
must take all forty shells in
one delivery next Monday.
They now belong to you just
tell us where you want them
delivered!”
“Our premises in Richmond were adequate for
selling spares, but we did not
have enough space to store
even four shells…let alone
forty! Panic ensued…could
the MG Factory delay delivery a month or two…please
could they split delivery?
“The reply was “Which
part of NO don’t you understand? They are being
delivered Monday and for
the last time where do you
want them?” Oh well…
“At the time I lived in
a 16th century farm house
with a typical rickety Sussex
barn and some surrounding land. By Sunday we had
exhausted our options the
farm was the only choice and
the following day at 6:00am
we advised Abingdon where
to deliver the shells.
“Two hours later, two
huge articulated trucks
lumbered down the narrow
lane, some 10ft wide which
led to the farm. Each truck
carried six MGB bodyshells
in special racks. As they
moved down the lane they
broke off more branches
from the overhanging trees
than I care to remember.
But now, how do we get
them off the trucks? Fortunately we had arranged for a
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Bodyshell Story
forklift to be delivered, but it had not
yet arrived! “Hurry up mate” cried on
driver, “we’ve got 28 more to get to you
today”!
“The trucks were blocking the
lane and a backup of local traffic began
however, tea and cookies kept the drivers sweet while we waited for the forklift which eventually arrived, but then
Sod’s Law came into full play! The
forks were too short for the pallet racks
holding the bodyshells. A few choice
words ensued until we discovered
that if two scaffolding planks were
put across he forks, and if two people
hung onto the side of the rack to act
as counter balances, we could fork off
the first shell! The shell; then had to
be removed from the pallet and hand
maneuvered into the field through a
narrow gate.
“The traffic back up grew larger
and we had to frequently back up the
MG truck moving it up and down
the lane, depending upon where the
traffic wished to go at the intersection.
However with one down and 39 to go
it looked as if we could do it, but what a
day! If you’ve ever tried moving a MGB
bodyshell you’ll know that it’s heavy,
it cuts your hands on its sharp edges,
and it can be a killer on your back!
Now try moving forty shells one after
the other!
“About this time the local police
arrived and claimed we were causing a
traffic hazard, but after learning of the
circumstances, they actually stayed for
while directing traffic! Meanwhile the
MG trucks ran back and forth between
the farm and Abingdon bringing yet
more MGB/GT bodies!
“After about nine hours we were
just about knackered – we’d had our
moments – a pallet had fallen off the
forks. We had bashed five bodies,
but what were a few dents? We didn’t
care at this point… However, we had
just placed the last of the shells in the
paddock and shut the gate, when the
police returned to see how we were
doing.
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“Then we received the bad news,
“I wouldn’t leave them in sight of the
road, they might be stolen, you’d better move them somewhere else!” So
decided to move them across the field,
to a more private area, out of sight of
the road, where they could be guarded
by our horse. Finally at 9:00pm we’d
finished or so I thought!
“Next morning, I went back to
the office leaving the horse to keep
an eye on the bodyshells; however,
by 10:00am I had received a call from
my wife who was going ballistic! It
seemed that she had just had a visit
from the local planning officer and
she had been informed that we were in
breach of local planning regulations…
we could not use agricultural land for
commercial purposes! The shells had
to go, we had two weeks to comply,
or have a lien placed on the property
and face prosecution. In desperation I
phoned the planning officer who was
unrelenting!
“So, fourteen days to move forty
shells, but how and to where? We calculated nine might go in the barn if we
stood them on their noses (quite literally). By the way, have you ever seen an
MGB fall over? Well, several did – the
trick is not to be standing underneath
them when they fall! We also thought
we could put ten in Graham’s garden,
that would give us some breathing
space…and five would go to Brown &
Gammons at a demon price, leaving
us with sixteen. We then rented space
in a local farmyard that would take
ten shells, and another two would go
to our shop in Richmond. Surely the
town planners would allow me to keep
four shells in the paddock?
“If working out where to put
them was difficult, moving the shells
one at a time, on a car trailer, was a
nightmare! Every evening I would get
home from work, put the trailer on my
Ford Capri company car and venture
down into the paddock where I’d had
to take a fence down because the gate
was too narrow for the trailer! Normally my colleague Graham and our
MGB Driver
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young apprentice, Nick, would help
me, but this stopped after Nick left the
fence down one evening. The horse,
a thoroughbred racer on loan from a
(now-ex) friend escaped and terrorized
the neighborhood! It tore up the front
lawn and then proceeded on to the local by-pass nearly causing a serious accident. My wife was not at all amused
and I slept that night in the barn!
“If the truth be told my family
became a great help, we worked out
that if I lifted up the front of a shell up
single handed, my wife could reverse
the trailer under the shell. My twin
sons would hold the ramps from digging into the turf, and I could then
step gingerly over the axle, brake
cables, and cross members. On a good
night we could move four shells if the
distance was not too far….
“So, two nights in the barn, four
major spousal rows, an escaped horse,
a dented Capri, damaged mudguards
on the trailer, and we were there. Not
so...the planner returned! “Why are
there four MGB bodies on your front
lawn?” He asked, “And why are there
cars in the barn?” At this stage my
wife had just about had enough! She
attacked and told him a few home
truths. How dare he trespass on our
land? How else did he know what was
in the barn? He had ruined our marriage and if he did not get off her land
immediately she would call the police.
Following which she burst into tears,
and the planner tactfully retreated to
lick his wounds!
“Next day I received a letter ordering me to remove the thirteen shells
from the barn and the garden…and all
was not well at Graham’s house either!
The next door neighbor – a pig farmer

– whom Graham had previously complained to about the smell emanating
from his premises, had reported the
ten shells in Graham’s garden, and the
local planners were now on his case!
“We were now desperate and we
did what we said we would never do –
selling the ten shells from Graham’s
to one of our closest competitors – and
what a hard bargain he drove – no
profit there! However, this was the
turning point and we then had a little
luck and the last laugh on my local
planner.
“After receiving the letter I
telephoned the town solicitor at the
local town hall and I explained all the
circumstances and the harsh treatment we had received at the hands
of the planning department. There
was a long, long, silence and then she
said, “Mr. Aldred, I feel this is a case of
Defacto Mimimi”. Fearing the worst I
asked her to explain to me in laymen’s
terms exactly what that meant. “Not
worth bothering about” was the answer “and leave the planning department to me”.
“Six weeks later, the notorious Mr.
J, our planning officer, left the employ
of the council and the remaining
MGB/GT bodyshells were saved.
“In conclusion some of your may
be wondering what happened to the
25 shells we still owned, but as you
would expect we sold them all over the
next four years, even buying six back
from our arch competitor! I think we
made a profit on paper, but my wife
and the horse would never agree with
me, and I don’t think either of them
has completely forgiven me to this
day!”

NAMGBR at Carlisle Import Car Show 2010. Carlisle, Pa.
It’s show time!
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Basic B: Oil Changes

Basic B

I

read in a previous issue
John Twist’s suggestion
on how to put on bump
stops. I found another way
that worked for me and I
thought I’d share it. When I
first had to do one of these
buggers, I fought with it
until there was no fight left.
Man, you have to be “strong
like bull” to get those things
on. Frankly, I never was
able to do it with pure brute
force and leverage.
My first hint from
someone (sadly, I’d give you
the credit, but I’ve forgotten
who you were!!!) was to put
the bump stop in boiling
water for about 20 minutes
and then hit with good ol’
WD40, and that time, they
went “right on”. That was
about 15 years ago. I was told at that
time, by a seemingly knowledgeable
person that neither boiling it for 20
minutes nor the WD40 would hurt
anything. The steam/moisture from
the boiling would soon dissipate,
and the WD40 would also quickly
evaporate. That first bump stop has
been on the car since about 1995, and
it still looks perfectly fine, so I guess
that validates (in my non-engineering
mind anyway!) the concept.
When I attempted the same trick
on the restoration of the GT (March/
April 2010 issue), apparently, what
little strength I possessed 10 years ago
had vanished. After some time and
reflective moments of “Gosh, Golly,
Gee Whiz” I started trying to think
of “What next?” The biggest problem
seemed to be getting the quite small
hole in the bump stop over the quite
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large diameter of the
bump stop “holder” pin
on the chassis. I resorted
for awhile to “backwards
pliers” – the kind where
the jaws get bigger when
you close the handles.
This “almost worked”, but
I just couldn’t seem to get
coordinated enough to
enlarge the opening on
the bump stop with the
backwards pliers and slip
it onto the “holder”.
Then slowly, ever so
slowly, an idea evolved. Since
there is a hole on either side
of the bump stop, what I
came up was using a tapered
piece of metal just larger
than the head of the pin to
slide the bump stop up and
over it. I happened to have
an old “marlinspike” that
was perfect, however, a large
drift would work, or even an old dowel
shaped quickly with a file or whatever.
I still placed it in boiling water for
about 20 minutes, and I still lubed it
up with good ol’ WD. Then, I simply
placed the large end of the tapered rod
next to the bump stop “holder” pin
on the chassis, and started the heated/
lubed bump stop up the tapered rod
from the small end. It was so easy and
painless, and it went on so easily that
I had to sit back in disbelief that it
worked.
In the photo you can see I was
doing this before the springs and diff
were installed, which of course gave
me a lot of access. However, I think you
could still do it with the springs and
all of that there . . . just make or find
a shorter tapered rod. Good luck, and
may the force (and leverage!!) be with
you!
Photo provided by Steve Kirby

By Steve Kirby,
San Diego MG Club
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Air would be pristine
and no dirt or crud
would find its way into
the engine. The pressure on the cam lobes
and tappets, and the
main and connecting
rod bearings would
forever ride on a thin
film of lubricant with
no metal-to-metal contact. Finally, moisture
would not find its way
into our hermetically
sealed engines corroding our pristine bearing
surfaces. At the very
least the filtration would be so good as
to remove these contaminants before
they ever did any damage.
But it isn’t a perfect world. The
combustion process works overtime
to assure that our oil at some point
stops being a friend and becomes the
carrier of the three enemies I often
write about – moisture, acids, and dirt.
To combat these enemies, engine oils
have additive packages to extend the
Photo provided by David Braun

Installing a New Bump Stop

By David Braun
Minnesota MG Group

I

n a perfectly clean world, we
wouldn’t need to change oil. The
combustion process would be
complete and would offer up zero
contaminants. The rings would run
on a perfect seal that would not send
combustion contaminants and small
bits of metal from the cylinder walls
into the crankshaft side of the engine.

The oil fill is on top, the oil filter is behind the alternator, and the oil plug is on the right side,
under the engine near the starter. The drain plug is cannot be shown from this angle.
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operating temperature with detergents to clean the engine and to resist
the formation of acids brought on by
moisture and products of combustion.
These packages break down with service and so the oil needs changing.
So every 4,000 to 5,000 miles
drain your oil, change your filter,
add new oil, and then restart your
engine to flush the old contaminated
oil from the bearings. I used to think
3,000 miles was the magic engine oil
change distance, but with today’s oils
and fuels I don’t have a problem with
extending the oil change interval. But
do change the oil every fall before you
stop driving your car if you have more
than 1,000 miles on the oil, or if it is
the only oil change you are going to do
that year.
First, take the car for a drive to
get the oil in the engine nice and hot.
I like to drive to the auto parts store
and get an oil filter and five quarts of
20w50 oil. The 20 means it acts thin
on cold start up and the 50 means that
it acts thick enough to protect the engine under heat. We call oils that serve
more than one temperature range
Multi-Grade Oils.
The spin-off filter for the MGB is
the NAPA 1068 or almost anything
ending in 068 at any other store. The
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person behind the counter will get
you the right one. If you are driving
an MGB or earlier car with a canister
type filter with a renewable element,
you are going to have to check with a
specialist for the right filter number,
but it probably is the NAPA 1300.
For oil, I’ve been buying Valvoline
20w50 racing oil, which still includes
ZDDP. While I’m not certain that
phasing out the ZDDP in modern oils
(done to preserve the catalytic converters of modern cars) is detrimental to
our flat tappet engines, I’ve decided
not to take any chances. The racing
oil used to be sold for off road use
only, but now it is available for vintage
cars, and it exceeds the serviceability
requirements for the oil our cars had
available to them when they were
new. It is more expensive then regular
20w50 oil brands, so decide for your
self.
The oil drain plug is on the side of
the engine where the starter is, or the
right hand side. Our cars are a bit low,
so I like to raise the right side of the car
with a jack, and install a jack stand under the chassis rail or under the spring
pan on the front suspension to gain a
couple of extra inches. Some people
keep a chart of the wrench sizes used
for the various under-car drain plugs
to minimize hopping up and down
looking for the right wrench, I don’t.
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Basic B

I usually just take three of the most
likely sizes down with me. For the oil
drain plug, you will be happiest with
the correct size box end to provide
the most leverage and to reduce the
chance of rounding off the flats on the
plug. If you get under the car and the
flats are rounded off, you will probably have to use a vise grips, and make
a note to yourself to order a new plug
from one of the major suppliers.
Notice that the drain plug is very
close to the starter motor for the car. If
perchance you swing your wrench too
far and hit a bare high tension lug on
the starter (the rubber boot protecting the lugs is often missing) you will
ground the high-tension lug to the
oil drain plug, causing the wrench to
arc and melt (just like an arc welder),
blow the connector off the cable at the
starter, or both. If you aren’t sure you
can swing the wrench under the car
without losing your grip and shorting
(grounding) out the high-tension lug,
MGB Driver
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disconnect the battery first. The lesson
is to try to be aware of your surroundings when working on your car.
The drain plug may be stubborn,
especially if the last oil change was
by a burly mechanic with the car on
a rack with plenty of room for leverage. If you have trouble, raise the car
up a bit more (and reposition the jack
stand) and get a bit more leverage.
Honestly? The plug doesn’t need to
be that tight to keep it in the sump or
to seal the drain hole. Once you get
the plug loose, and before you have
it removed, position the drain pan
under the plug. You can expect the
initial pour of oil to extend about four
inches past the drain hole, and to drip
straight down as the final draining
occurs, so position accordingly. The
drain plug and the oil will be hot. I like
to use a rag to finish removing the plug
and to help me hang onto the plug
and gasket. Don’t worry if you drop
the plug into the drain pan… everyone
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does that once in a while. Just fish it
out or strain the oil to recover it. Even
though the oil is coming out black as
pitch, it doesn’t mean that the oil is
worn out or the filter hasn’t been doing its job. Oil can suspend a lot of dirt
without harm, and our job here is to
change the oil before it is worn out.
While you let the oil drain, you
either need to remove the drain plug
from the filter head of the renewable
element type filter, and then the bolt
from the center of the canister; or put
a filter wrench on the self-contained
disposable cartridge style of filter
and loosen it. But before you loosen
the self-contained style, take a sharp
screwdriver and hammer and punch
a hole in the top of the filter housing.
The engine designers of the B series
engine decided to mount the filter
upside down. Punching a hole relieves
the vacuum in the filter allowing it to
partially drain down into the block
before you remove it. It will still drip
on your engine, but you will make less
of a mess. Inspect the face of the filter
boss to make sure the gasket came
away with the filter housing, if not,
remove it. There will be extra gaskets
with the canister style, make sure you
use the right size, which in most cases
is the skinniest one. Place the filter in a
bag for proper disposal.
Open one of the new oil containers and put a bit of oil on the new filter
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gasket to lubricate it while you fasten
the filter in place. Turn it down until
it contacts the gasket and then turn
it another three quarters of a turn,
or as tight as you can get it with your
hands only. I like to write the mileage
and date on the filter with a marker
so I know when I last changed the
oil. If you have the canister with the
renewable element, drain the oil by
removing the plug in the head, inspect
the rubber sealing rings and washers,
wash the canister in a solvent, and
reassemble carefully before reinstalling with the new element.
Now look under your car. The oil
should just be dripping out. Leaving a
bit in the sump is OK, it will never all
drip out anyway. Likewise, we aren’t
going to try to change the oil in the oil
cooler, but it is a good time to inspect
the oil cooler lines for age and cracks.
Carefully clean the plug, gasket, and
mating surface on the sump of road
grime, and replace the plug gasket
if you have a new one. Most people
don’t, but the same gasket will seal
the drain plug for many oil changes.
Install the plug and gasket, being careful not to cross-thread the plug. Turn it
in by hand, and then with the wrench.
When you contact the gasket, turn it
another full turn or until you feel the
plug is tight enough.
The oil fill hole is in the top of
the rocker cover. You probably need
to turn the cap a few degrees counter
clockwise and then lift up. It should
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come off easily. Take the quart you
already opened and using a funnel or
putting your thumb over the spout,
carefully aim the quart at the opening
and start pouring. Let it all drain in,
and repeat until you have about four
and a half quarts of oil in your engine,
four if you are running without an oil
cooler. Start the car and observe the
oil pressure gauge. You should see it
respond with pressure within about
10 seconds or less. If you don’t, shut
off the engine, remove the plugs, and
crank the engine until you have oil
pressure. I only have to do this occasionally on T-Series cars, so I don’t
expect you to have this problem.
Now, with the engine running inspect underneath the car and around
the oil filter for leaks. If everything
went well, there won’t be any. Stop
the engine and tighten the connecMGB Driver
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tions if you saw a leak and recheck.
With the engine off and after the oil
has a chance to drain down for a bit,
pull your dipstick. You should see nice
clean amber colored oil just below the
MAX mark. If it is short of the mark,
let it drain down some more. If it is still
short, add enough to be at least half
way between add and MAX. It is ok to
drive a car anywhere above the add
mark.
Empty your drain pan into a suitable container. In Minnesota, places
that sell oil have to either take the used
oil off your hands, or direct you to a
convenient place that will. Perhaps
your location has similar laws. Many
such shops burn the oil in their heating systems and are happy to take your
used oil. There is no reason to dispose
of used motor oil improperly.
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Technical Talk
Hi, John,
I really enjoyed your letter in the MGB
Driver about SUs vs Webers. I, too, had
been thinking of going that route. I have a
73 MGB Roadster which still has the original engine, carbs, etc. It is showing its
age and likely headed for a rebuild. Since
I will likely have to replace the pistons,
I’m thinking of going .60 over. Plus I’m
thinking mild cam, shaved head, polished
and ported, header, and a set of earlier
(larger) carbs. Do I also need to get an earlier intake manifold? And will it mount
up to my head or do I need to replace the
head as well with an earlier one?
Thanks, and keep up the great work!!!
—Dave Northrup
Dave,
Most dual carb MGBs produce
about 60hp at the rear wheels. Increasing the horsepower is done
incrementally. Here are some
methods to achieve a few more hp. It
always costs about $100 per hp. First,
convert to electronic ignition. The
increase in consistency of the firing
angle will offer up to about two hp –
all this for about $100. Ah Ha! Two
hp for $100? No, you have to buy two
of the electronic ignitions! All electronic units will eventually fail. If the
old fashioned points close up you can
get the car going with a screwdriver,
a stick, a coin, a tire iron (I’ve used
all those), but the electronic unit
either works or it doesn’t – and no
tool will revive it. So buy two! Then,
buy the K&N air filter – those are
good for a hp or two. After this, it’s
internal work. Bore the engine as
large as you wish. The only prohibition is that it’s expensive to sleeve to
a smaller diameter, but you probably
won’t wear out the bores for at least
100,000 miles. Get the cylinder head
ported and polished by a reputable
MGB cylinder head expert. There are
several around – we have a fellow
locally who has ported and polished
about 100 of them. Once ported,
you can run the compression of the
engine up to 9.5:1. Then, use Dave
Anton’s APT 270 degree cam (and
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John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
his lifters). At the conclusion of this
work you’ll be able to get as much
as 75 hp. Or, you can just cut out
all this little stuff and buy the Moss
supercharger and get an increase of
about 30hp for just over $3000. But
to answer your question, you will not
need larger carbs! The MGB is overcarburetted in its factory configuration!
John,
I have enjoyed your articles and
videos. I have a question. I have a 79 MGB
LE with duel HIF carbs. The car runs fine
with the choke pulled out, but dies if I
push the choke in. This is after replacing
the float in the front carb and adjusting
the carbs. Any ideas?
Thanks in advance! —Don Lugar
Don,
It sure sounds like the carbs are
adjusted too lean. But remember
that most carb problems are timing
issues. Set the timing at 32-degrees
before top dead center maximum. By
4000 engine rpm the timing will
have maxed out – and should be at
32 BTDC. This is with the vacuum
disconnected. Connect the vacuum
directly to the intake manifold to
give you lots of advance at idle – the
engine loves it. Ensure that the air
pistons are free to rise and fall, then
fill the carb dashpots with 90wt
gear oil – heavy oil, not lightweight
oil! Adjust the airflow so each carb is
drafting the same amount of air, and
then adjust the mixture. Remember
that the mixture is correct when the
idle rpm rises about 50 when the air
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Tech Talk
piston is barely lifted above its natural idle position.
Mr. Twist,
The car has a Weber down draft,
headers, and no smog pump. I was getting 40 mpg and plenty of pep. Then she
started hesitating on acceleration. I rebuilt
the carb, put new SU electronic pump, and
Mallory dual point, which I installed Pertronix unit. Fuel siphons out of fuel tank
easily and when I disconnect line from
carb it seems to pump freely. But why is it
the clear in-line fuel filter never fills up or
for that matter only 1/4 of the way? When
I take it for a ride, just five miles it started
trying to stall. I took off the top of the carb
and gas is there. I really want to set this
car up right, any suggestions?
Thanks! —Barry Crawford
Barry,
Remember that the proper
operation of the engine is a function
of four systems –the emissions, the
engine, the ignition, and the fuel
systems. You’ll say, “Oh, I took all
the emissions off.” You should keep
the charcoal canister vented to the
air cleaner, at least. The engine must
have good compression. The spark
plugs should be Champion N12Y or
equivalent gapped at 0.035”. The
spark plug wires should be clean and
consistent in resistance. The timing
should be 32-degrees maximum – so
rev the engine up to until the advance quits advancing (about 4000
rpm) vacuum disconnected. Now,
that downdraught Weber carb is really sensitive to dirt. Remove the top
(be careful of the choke linkage pins)
then remove each of the jets. Keep
them in order! Blow out the carb
with compressed air or at least a lot
of aerosol carb cleaner.
About the fuel filter. I know
it’s counter-intuitive, but the fuel
filter need not be bubble free to
work. Sometimes they are completely
full of gasoline – sometimes they are
apparently completely empty – but
in both cases they move plenty of
fuel.
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Hello John,
I have just bought a 77 MGB and
I love watching your very informative
videos. I was wondering if you have fitted any of the rubber to chrome bumper
conversion kits? I’ve seen them for sale
over here in the UK for around £400 ( US
$550 ). They certainly make the car more
desirable and add to it’s value. But what is
it like too fit? That’s the big question that
I’m asking you!! Your advice should be
much appreciated.
Kind regards, —Peter Higson
Peter,
I have not personally made the
conversion. I know that Moss USA
sells the kit and I know of people
who have used the kit and liked the
ease of installation and the final
product. My personal opinion is that
if you want a chrome bumper MGB,
buy a chrome bumper MGB. But I’m
often “Mr Original.” One note – do
NOT used the shorted springs to
drop the car (if you want to) as that
changes the camber of the front end.
Hi John!
Has University Motors written a
technical sheet on the procedure to remove
the air pump and smog stuff form an
MGB? I have a chrome bumper 1974 that
I am putting on the road; when I last had
it running some of the components didn’t
work properly and the car is too old for
smog testing here in NH.
—Scott Crathern
Scott,
There are those who believe
that the smog system makes a great
difference in the pollution of our
MGBs – but I would suggest that
with a relatively oversquare engine
(3.14 bore vs a 3.5 stroke) that there
is plenty of burn time to achieve
complete combustion. Leave all the
ELC system in place (charcoal canister
and associated hoses). Remove the
smog pump and fill the injector holes
in the head with 7/16”-20 Allen set
screws. Remove the gulp valve and
bracket. Pull the 90-degree fitting
from the center of the intake maniMGB Driver
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fold then tap that hole 1/4” NPT and
fit an Allen 1/4” NPT pipe plug. That
will give you a nice finished appearance. Everything else stays the same.
The last step, if you wish, involves removing the carbs and either
soldering the overrun valves shut or
replacing the throttle discs. If soldering, heat the valves from the button
side and flow solder into the valve
from the spring side. Set the timing at 32 BTDC maximum and then
adjust the carbs. The popping will
cease – and if you’ve shut down the
overrun valves the deceleration will
be very positive when you take your
foot off the throttle.
Hi, John,
I’m coming again to THE expert
for help. First, I reviewed your video on
rebuilding the front wheel hub before I
began reassembly. I installed new bearing
kits/ seals, purchased from VB. When I
torqued the axle castle nut to 60 lbs, per
your video instructions, the hub became
practically frozen. I added .010 and .003
shims to the existing .30 shim. No matter,
it was still very tight. I double-checked to
make sure bearings and seals were properly seated and in the correct position.
I have looked through the University
Motors and MGB Experience, researching
threads for assistance on bearing tightness. It appears to be much discussed,
but no one offers any definitive solutions
at the present time. Perhaps I just need
to keep adding shims. But, is there a
maximum number of shims you should
limit to, (of course without creating wheel
wobble)? Many thanks, —Les Siler
Les,

If there are too few shims the
bearings will lock. If there are
too many shims the bearings will
rattle. You must add as many shims
(as much thickness) as necessary to
allow the hub to spin freely but not
to clunk when you push and pull the
hub. Just buy some more shims.
Mr. Twist,
Would you know where I might purchase new syncro rings for my 1980 MGB?
Apparently the usual sources, Moss, VictoMGB Driver
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ria British, and others are out of stock and
will not have more for six weeks or more.
Thanks, —Wally Hall
Wally,
About the only thing that goes
wrong with the synchro rings is that
they burst. So, original rings are just
fine to use. In fact, you can make
the case that the old rings, tried and
tested, are better than new rings – as
about one in fifty of the new rings
bursts first time it’s used!
John;
What I am writing about to you today is that my 1966 MGB keeps killing the
distributor condenser. Let me describe the
set-up to you. The car is positive ground,
12V with a Mallory dual point distributor,
a Lucas sport coil, Taylor solid copper core
wires, and no vacuum advance (mechanical only). About every 500 miles, the
engine starts spitting and backfiring and
then will not fire at all. I have had two
professional mechanics look at this and
they have said that the condenser is the
culprit each time (this has happened four
or five times now). The original coil was
a Mallory coil and I replaced that with
a Lucas sport coil as my one mechanic
felt that there may have been too low a
resistance and too “hot” a spark for the
condenser to handle. Even after the coil
replacement, the problem continued to
occur. I had a second mechanic (unfortunately my first mechanic passed away
from a stroke) look at the problem and he
also replaced the condenser. I have had
both mechanics (both of whom are/were
very experienced MGB mechanics) check
all the settings, the distributor installation, wiring, etc. and they have found
no problems with any of the installation. When the condenser is working, the
engine runs beautifully and revs to 6,000
RPM with no problem so you can probably
understand that it is very frustrating to
not be able to figure out why the condenser
keeps dying.
As additional information, there is a
very strong spark pulse from the distributor and if I try to adjust the distributor
by hand while the engine is running, I get
59
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zapped by the spark impulse through the
spark plug wires. There are no breaks in
the wires, it is just an induction pulse that
is coming through the insulation. The
Taylor wires are “race” wires and I am
wondering if there could be cross induction from the wires that could be overloading the condenser? Should I switch to
non-solid core wires (e.g., 8.5 mm or 9 mm
wires)? Any help you can bring to bear on
this situation would be greatly appreciated. Regards, —Ron Kluwe
Ron,
Your mechanics are correct.
There is too much voltage in the low
tension circuit and it’s blowing a hole
through the condenser. The Lucas
Sport Coil looks cool but offers nothing, zero, nada, in the performance
of the engine. Change the coil back
to a standard 12v coil and it will all
work well. Another option is to call
Mallory and get a capacitor that is
rated at a higher voltage. Hope this
helps!
John,
Glad to see you back. I want to pull
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the axle shafts, etc, so I can sandblast my
housing, but I don’t want gears, etc, falling out and then have a real mess. Some
advice would be great.
Regards, —Rich Osterhout
Rich,
The factory suggests using
an axle spreader – this is unnecessary. BUT you must be CAREFUL.
Remove the caps and roll the crown
wheel out of position. On each side
of the taper bearings (which support
the crown wheel assembly), there are
sized cast iron rings. These will break
if you twist or beat them! Keep them
on the sides from which you removed
them! When setting this axle assembly back up, you’ll need to adjust
the front pinion nut to give about 12
lb-in of preload. This is critical. You
will need to slide the crown wheel assembly into place very evenly, ever so
slightly tap-tap-tapping the bearing
races and cast iron rings into place.
More important than all that is
to get the axle COMPLETELY free of
sand. Sand is the worst thing you
can introduce into the gearing. Wash
wash wash the axle tube at the quarter car wash. I’d have it powercoated.

Photo by Mark Tessmer of the Minnesota MG Group-
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Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith

P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906 • kensca@cox.net

5 Willow Lane
Farmington, CT 06032
(860) 674 1179

Midget Registrar
Col. Robert Swetzer

New Generation Registrar
James Woolf

P.O. Box 1145
Red Rock, AZ 85245
(520) 904-3768
RobertSwetzer@aol.com

1974½ MGB Registrar
Scott Perry

538 Hooper Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93065
AndrewPerry34@gmail.com

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Dan Masters

P.O. Box 6430
Maryville, TN 37802
(865)982-9373
DANMAS@aol.com

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Bill Barge

REMINDER: JOHN TWIST IS PLEASED TO ANSWER YOUR TECHNICAL QUERY.
YOU CAN E-MAIL HIM AT JOHNTWIST@UNIVERSITYMOTORSLTD.COM.

Blast from the Past – Old British Leyland dealership sign on the north side of University Ave in
St Paul MN – between Rice St and Hamline Ave..

MGB Limited Edition Registrar
1967 MGB/GT Special Registrar
Ken Smith

930 N. 350 E., Angola, IN 46703
(260) 665-6476
brgmgb@aol.com

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox

998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
mgsrfun4me@aol.com

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan

11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
JDeagan@aol.com

Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins
2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 676-8888
wlhawkins@yahoo.com

lbcnut@aol.com
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Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads. Send
ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO
63109. Ads only accepted in writing. Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to
refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE
1980 MGB LE – Black, 84k miles, all original with

overdrive; body in good shape, motor runs well;
regularly serviced; dust cover included; garaged
during inclement weather and stored winters $5,500 obo. Bob Downs (231) 723-8209 or sundowns@charter.net MI
070810

1969 MGC/GT Automatic - 27k miles. Very

original, very clean, great condition. New brake
boosters, pads, nice interior, good glass, new paint
by previous owner. Best offer. Jon Masley (651)
335-2372 or mgsafetyfast@comcast.net MN 070810

1965 MGB – Tartan Red/Black w/white piping;

Mk I Chrome Bumper with overdrive; rare pull
handles; roll bar and in excellent condition; brand
new clutch, radiator, and speedometer cable. I
have been the owner for the last 20 years. Car had
been restored and all repair work is documented
and performed by All British Car Repair. $10,000
- Mike Fishman (314) 453-0331 or sultanofsamba@
hotmail.com     MO		
070810

1980 MGB LE – Black/Beige. Excellent condition, no rust, overdrive, dual HIF carb conversion
(original carb and manifolds included), Completely
rebuilt 1800 balanced engine (.040 over), stainless
steel exhaust, new wiring harness, and all LE
original accessories. Everything works perfectly.
90XXX miles on chassis. Ready to drive anywhere! Asking $10,500.  Rich Berger at uca57mga@aol.com HYPERLINK “mailto:uca57mga@
aol.com” \o “blocked::mailto:uca57mga@aol.com”
or 636-532-3075
MO
070810

1969 MGB/GT - BRG/black - Fully restored

interior and exterior; garage kept; registered in PA
with antique plates. No rust. Runs well. $8500 obo.  
Alan Petroski (570) 574-0039 or alanpetroski@
hotmail.com
PA		
070810

1969 MGC/GT and 1971 MGB for parts – both

cars are complete. The MGC has all the C specific
parts except the wire wheels – good windshield
and recondition radiator. Let me know your needs.
Other parts available.
Dave Ring (580) 382-1050
OK
050610

Selling or Buying an MG?
Take advantage of NAMGBR’s
Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified
A great way to find or sell that hard-to-find part
or that next project.

1980 MGB LE - Black, 84k miles, all original with
overdrive; body in good shape, motor runs well,
regularly serviced; dust cover included; garaged
during inclement weather/stored winters. $5,500
obo. Bob Downs, (231) 723-8209
or sundowns@charter.net MI
050610
1967 MGB – BRG/tan/tan – Robbins cloth

top, hard top, Dayton wire wheels, documented
$17,000 in restoration, multi-show winner, great
driver – last of the Mark I classics. $14,000;
Charline Moon (828) 692-5153 NC
050610

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2010
• July 1-3............. GOF Central, Huron, OH • www.GOFCentral.com
• July 10-11.......... Mad Dogs & Englishmen British Car Faire, Hickory Corners, MI
• www.maddogsandenglishmen.org
• July 11............... British Invade Gettysburg, Gettysburg, PA • www.britishinvadegettysburg.com
• July 16-17.......... British and European Car Show, Calgary, AB • coefront@shaw.ca
• July 17............... British Car Day, Ottawa, ON • www.britishcarday.ca
• July 23-25......... British Motoring Festival, Windsor, NS • www.spitfirearms.com
• July 25.............. Tea at the Vicarage Rally, Howe, IN • www.michianabrits.com

WANTED
Parts for MGTF restoration – Need Trip Odometer
reset cables, button and associated hardware for a
1955 MG TF. Contact Ed Boyer at (269) 668-7612,
or e-mail at eboyer3@verizon.net. Referrals to
other possible sources also appreciated.
050610

Looking for Volume 1, Issue 2, April/May 1991
of the MGB Driver. Also, looking for mugs from
the University Motors 1993 Summer Party. Tony
Shoviak, 321 Ridgepoint Circle, Waterville, OH
43566 or call (419) 878-2041 OH
010210

• July 26-30......... NAMGAR GT 35, Delavan, WI • http://gt35.namgar.com
• Aug 7................ British Car Day, Dayton, OH • daytonbcd2010@aol.com
• Aug 7................ British Auto Fest, Davenport, IA • jerry.nesbitt@att.net
• Aug 7-8............. Show of Dreams, Wolfeboro, NH • www.highhopesnh.org
• Aug 22.............. Brits at Shaker Square, Cleveland, OH • www.nctaweb.com
• Aug 28.............. British Car Show, Old Westbury, NY • www.liscots.org
• Aug 29.............. Indy British Motor Days, Carmel, IN • http://ibcu.org/
• Sept 4-5............ British Car Show, Kansas City, MO • www.kcallbritish.com/
• Sept 11.............. British Car Show, St Louis, MO • www.allbritishcarshow.com

PARTS FOR SALE
MG RV8 Front Suspension Unit – BMH item has

completely redesigned sub-frame, ball joints, tube
shocks, four pot calipers with vented disks. These
are no longer available! Updated with Koni adjustable shocks by Clive Wheatley. Bolt-in installation, ideal for V8 projects. $2700 plus crating/
shipping. Bob Sherman (250) 764-0775 BC 050610

Exhaust system 1962-74 MGB – Falcon

stainless-steel exhaust, almost new, $200 plus
shipping. Stanley Feigenbaum, (252) 249-2473 or
stan@betamarinenc.com NC 		
030410

1969 MGC engine and overdrive transmission;
engine has good oil pressure and does not burn
oil. It is complete with all accessories. Transmission is quiet with new bearings and very good
overdrive unit – both for $1000; New MGC bonnet, still in BMH box - $600. Other MGB & MGC
parts available.
Gerald Berry – (805) 434-1633 CA
111209

MGB/GT left rear quarter panel new $700; MGB/
GT right front fender new $500; or both for
$1000. You pay crating and shipping.
Jim Manning (419) 636-7127 OH

Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the
MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

111209

• Sept 12.............. British Car Festival, Des Plaines, IL • www.britishcarunion.com
• Sept 12.............. MG Car Show, El Segundo, CA • www.scmgc.org
• Sept 12.............. Salisbury Concours d’Elegances, Des Moines, IA • www.salisburyconcours.com
• Sept 17-18......... Brits in the Ozarks, Fayetteville, AR • www.britishironnwa.org
• Sept 18-19......... Colorado English Motoring Conclave, Arvada, CO • www.thecoloradoconclave.com
• Sept 24-26........ British Car Festival, Dillard, GA • www.peachtreemg.com
• Sept 24-26........ British Rio Grande Rendezvous, Ruidoso, NM • www.baoa.org
• Sept 25.............. MGs on the Rocks, Rocks State Park, MD • www.mgsofbaltimore.com
• Sept 25.............. Brits on the Beach, Ocean Grove, NJ • www.pedc.org
• Sept 25.............. Autumn in the Mountains Car Show, Hendersonville, NC • www.bccwnc.org
• Oct 1-3.............. British Car Festival, Waynesboro, VA • www.svbcc.net
• Oct 2................. British Fall Out, Winona Lake, IN • www.nilbmc.org
• Oct 3................. British Car Day, San Diego, CA • www.sandiegobritishcarday.org
• Oct 9................. Brits at the Village, Lahaska, PA • www.phillyMGclub.com
• Oct 10............... British Car Show, Middleburg, VA • www.mgcarclubdc.com
• Oct 23............... British Car Festival, Fairhope, AL • www.sabcc.org
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